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When this magazine was launched in 1963, as a ‘periodical journal’
under the name Conference, those Heads who stood about the slipway
were without doubt members of the ‘establishment’. An unbroken line of
public school-educated Prime Ministers stretched back to 1935 and the
government of the time contained 35 Old Etonians, seven of them in the
Cabinet; Repton provided the Church of England with its third Archbishop
of Canterbury in a row; and some people probably believed Winston
Churchill when he said that “Headmasters have powers at their disposal
with which Prime Ministers have never yet been invested.”
Yet, as we know, the ‘establishment’ was about to come under sustained
pressure from scandal and, even more powerfully, ridicule and the public
schools were on the verge of a phase of sometimes stately, sometimes
scrambled metamorphosis that was to last out the century.
Some of the men and women who led independent schools in the first
half of the 20th century might properly be compared with those fine old
Great Western steam engines that carried the names of Castles, Counties
and Kings. Powerful, inexorable, beautifully engineered, they drove their
schools along networks that spanned the country, delivering leaders to
every station in life. Southern Railway even had a Schools Class, although
Uppingham objected to the school’s name being used for locomotive
number 923, which was renamed Bradfield.
Another mechanical metaphor that might well describe these Titans is
the Dreadnought, but, if one is to invoke the sea, the age of sail not steam
is the more appropriate. For even then, Heads had to trim their sails to the
wind and choose their own course. When Ian Beer suggested that Ellesmere
might take girls into the sixth form to fulfil the doubling of numbers that
HMC required of his school if it were to remain in membership, he was
told that such a course would lead to his expulsion. In 1968, however, only
six years later, John Dancy ‘broke the line’ in a truly Nelsonian fashion
by admitting girls to the Marlborough (locomotive 922) sixth form and
co-educational pupils now far outnumber boarders amongst the half million
or so pupils educated in ISC schools.
But some things haven’t changed since 1963. The number of members
of the current government who were educated at Eton (locomotive 900) is
‘considerably above the proper average that statistics have laid down for
our guidance’, and the number of women in the cabinet considerably below.
Lady Bracknell may have been a pre-echo of Mrs Thatcher, but the media
headlines greeting Andy Murray’s win at Wimbledon ignored the four postPerry British champions at the All England Club – Dorothy Round, Angela
Mortimer, Anne Haydon-Jones and Virginia Wade – in a chauvinistic
celebration of the end of a ‘77 year’ drought.
Perhaps this shows that Mr Gove is right when he argues that historical
dates matter, but he is surely wrong in the way he is managing the national
curriculum. One can understand teachers in maintained schools feeling that
he is adding to the injury of over-frequent change and insufficient leadtimes the insult of giving publicly funded academies and free schools the
right to set aside the curriculum the government supposedly endorses.
Leadership in all spheres, including education, becomes more and
more challenging and independent schools need to function as supremely
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efficient and cohesive teams if they are to survive. Governors and Heads, staff and students, parents and former
pupils need to share a vision; and schools need to share good practice, innovation and inspiration. Above all,
the independent sector has to provide choice and opportunity if it is to keep its place amongst the providers of
the very best education in this country and across the world. As a result, we have world-class single sex schools
for girls and boys, boarding schools, day schools, co-ed schools, specialist schools – and wider opportunities
for access to these schools thanks to such programmes as the Arnold Foundation at Rugby (locomotive 920),
described in Patrick Derham’s article.
In the last 30 years, digitisation and miniaturisation have together transformed communication and the power of
the medium provides surplus capacity for the message. Being able to communicate directly and speedily has many
advantages, though it is hard to envy housemasters and housemistresses condemned to carry iPhones with them at
all times to guarantee parents instant access.
In terms of educational debate, the stately broadsides delivered in the early pages of Conference have now given
way to a constant dissemination of opinion, as a hail of small arms fire of tweets and blogs wings anyone who
has a phone or a computer. Responsible providers, such as Heads’ Associations, use their new communications
resources wisely and well. It is good to be able to target messages quickly and accurately and the internet has
transformed the receipt as well as the dispatch of information. But, just as there is still great satisfaction to be
found in cooking from scratch, even though microwaves and ready meals have changed the way many people
prepare food, so surfing the net is not quite the same as browsing in a magazine.
Getting the message across is the subject of several articles within. Mike Jeffers of Glenalmond College reckons
that you have 20 minutes to convince parents that you are offering them what they want, whilst James Underhill
believes that the case is above all else important in persuading potential donors to contribute to development
campaigns. Governors may read with relief the guidance offered by John Allen of IndependentOutdoor about how
to find one’s way through the wild wood of regulation that surrounds school trips. Heads may take inspiration
from Jonathan Leigh’s time in Canada and the fruitful comparisons afforded by home thoughts from abroad,
whilst John Price regularly keeps us on our toes with his despatches from educational destinations that always
seem to be either challenging or exotic or both.
Priscilla Chadwick reviews the Cultural Olympians who emerged from Rugby School, amongst them Frederick
and William Temple, both Archbishops of Canterbury. As Headmaster in the 1860s, Frederick revived the
reputation of Rugby and his open-minded attitude towards science made him no stranger to controversy. Similarly
William, who may justly be described as ‘the most significant Anglican churchman of the twentieth century’
ruffled feathers by seeking to reconcile faith and socialism. The challenge of non-conformity is ably explored by
John Clare, the celebrated former Education editor of The Daily Telegraph, in his review of CJ Driver’s book, My
brother and I.
The latest escapee from the Pandora’s box that is the digital world is the Google Glass, an apparatus that
gives every appearance of coming straight out of science fiction. Reuban Strain has no difficulty in imagining
the educational benefits that might accrue, but for those of us still lost in the digital cloud, it is a monstrous
prosthesis.
It is, of course, part of the purpose of education to take people out of their comfort zone, and dealing with
failure or success is a vital lesson to learn. Coming right back at you is a good technique, but it can sometimes
disguise deep-seated malaise. An integrated team around each child, such as has been developed at Christ’s
Hospital, is every bit as important as having opportunities for self-expression of the kind to be found in sessions
with stand-up comics at Wimbledon High School or on the stage in theatres like the one recently developed at
Repton (locomotive 926).
The fact is, the world of education is teeming with good ideas and taking a look at what’s going on in
other schools on a regular basis is invaluable for school leaders, governors, parents and staff. Thanks to the
extraordinary network of modern communications, as John Weiner writes, there is almost no limit to the
exchanging of views and experience. But there’s still no better way of teaching and learning than talking and
listening face to face.
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Back to Blighty
Jonathan Leigh, the Master of Marlborough,
reflects on what’s been the same and what’s
been different in his Headships on either
side of the Atlantic

Master of Marlborough.
The late Nora Ephron famously wrote: ‘When your children
are teenagers, it is important to have a dog, so that someone in
the house is happy to see you.’ Against an increasing stream
of people leaving blithely to go abroad at the conclusion of
their career, it has been my fortune to return home to the
pleasures and misfortunes of our great benighted land.
Thirty-seven years of communication with teenagers has
not yet blunted my enthusiasm for them, though I should
not forget that I have had great dogs to keep me semi-sane
on either side of the Atlantic. Twenty-one years on and
enjoying the privilege of my third Headship, the contrasts
and similarities invariably bring a wry smile when thought
through, especially when considering moments spent in two
great nations disunited by a common language.
Returning, there were some acute immediate impressions.
After seven years of no league tables and no pit in the bottom
of one’s stomach shortly before the A level results came
out, it was strange to inherit someone else’s results and find
myself defending their profile. Even stranger was how often
three A grades were essential for placements in courses or
even universities which, a decade ago, would never have been
asking for such a score.
Grade inflation is a sorry reflection of modern life and
today’s teenagers look neither cleverer nor stupider than
those of 20 years ago. Amusingly many of us Heads still
write glowingly of ‘record-breaking years’ – none of that
nonsense has changed in the endless scramble to market
one’s own school in the best possible light. Then, even if
one had anticipated confirmation of this well-known fact, it
was a genuine shock to find that ‘re-marking’ is now a solid
industry. That is a sad reflection of the current failure to serve
our pupils with a reliable examination service.
Interestingly this is in contrast to the consistency of the IB,
something which is attracting increasing numbers of good
schools in north America at a time when, for some anomalous
reasons, our own private schools are allowing it all to spin in

reverse. On leaving these shores in 2004, the internationalmindedness of such a system was of immense appeal, so it is
counter-intuitive to find a new isolationism creeping in.
Let it never be said that there are not great lessons to be
learnt from the years away. Returning to the British love of the
use of the double negative was a reminder of the frustrations
we can place in our own path. That marked emphasis of slight
under-enthusiasm for things hampers advance all too often.
It almost sneers at consensus or focus groups and yet we are
only too quick to complain about lack of communication.
Margaret Thatcher once wrote of consensus as ‘something
in which no-one believes’ but this flies in the face of sound
collaborative principles worked out by educators with a
passionate belief in what they are doing. Crossing the
Atlantic taught me just how dangerously hierarchical HMC
Headmastering had become, with everything simply driven
straight down, rather than allowing for any ‘push-back’, as
north Americans like to say.
Another English reticence lies in the cautious feelings so
many have about the use of IT in the classroom. Having
witnessed brilliant pedagogical practice using all the virtues
of smart boards, iPads, blogs, clips and conferencing, it feels
strange to see pupils encumbered with large numbers of files
and looseleaf paper.
This is not to bemoan the continued usage of traditional
forms of teaching, but merely to question the dangers of
Ridley rowing revived.
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Ridley International.
introspection in our inter-connected globe. Add to this
the increasing understanding of emotional and cognitive
intelligence and the place of serious ‘right-brained’ thinking
assumes a whole new level of importance. We have so much
to offer to each other if we can burst the bubbles of our
schools and look outwards.
It is good to hear of increasing numbers of pupils wanting
to go abroad for their degrees. Thinking beyond the confines
of the Russell Group is much needed. World ranking tables of
universities testify to this. As we fight our local battles with
the curriculum and the co-curriculum, so the preservation of
balance in an atmosphere which is less of a pressure cooker is
to be commended.
On the other hand that does not negate the benefits of
specialisation. Two clear examples have taught me strongly just
how valuable the existence of high performance expectations
can be. In a mere 18 months, Ridley College was able to
revive its rowing programme and, back here, the emphasis of
excellence within Marlborough’s music department proves
the same point. When expectations are high, students of all
calibres will rise to meet them.
Then there is the importance of core traditions. At
Blundell’s, Ridley and Marlborough, the Chapel has been a
still centre to keep all grounded, no matter what their belief.
When this particular community enterprise goes well, and my
Headmasterships have been blessed with good chaplains in
all three schools, there is an inner humanity in the standards
and values that each school or college can inspire. From such
a core our increasingly internationalised world can flourish.
Of course Ridley, with two-thirds of its boarders being
representatives of internationalism, coming from more than
40 nations, has seen the benefits of this exciting osmosis of
different cultures and traditions. Training and empathetic
awareness of each other’s understanding is fundamental, as
much of it lies in re-evaluation of language.
Getting people to understand that boarding is a total way
of life is something with which we wrestle. In Canada their
admirable sense of family meant that many saw it as a
dereliction of duty to send their children away to risk barbaric,
Tom Brown, Spartan practices. It is difficult for some to accept
alternative views and other interpretations of life in boarding
schools. The true depth of boarding is something that those

not rooted in it find hard to take, but at Ridley the boarding
life was internationalised in a way our own traditional schools
would find hard to recognise.
With soaring fees everywhere, independent education
generally and boarding in particular can only be contemplated
by an increasingly narrow band of the population. As such
it becomes dangerously exclusive. The need for foundation
funds to reach out and make access more inclusive has
never been so important. Schools with strong foundation
development departments have much to learn from the north
American models of annual giving.
In my years away, British attitudes have shifted. It is now
understood that there are virtues in annual giving campaigns.
Also, despite the weight of fees, schools in ageing premises
need fund-raisers to draw attention both to immediate needs
and to long-term philanthropy. The great Victorian models
which sprang up so readily in the 19th century will struggle,
should they prove too slow to adapt to the times.
Looking across the pond to the many methods deployed
is an example to us of building up nest eggs so that we are
fattened up for a hard winter. Many schools and universities in
north America have vast development funds, investments that
sometimes reach billions of dollars. The need to emulate such
endowment has never been greater.
Since distance is now dead and communications are so
far-reaching, there is no excuse for us failing to learn from
different practices and opportunities around the globe. A
collaborative approach can only benefit our private schools
and help to allay fundamental false assumptions. We have so
much to put back into society if we are open in our readiness
to learn from different experiences and to benefit from a
sojourn abroad during our teaching careers.
Lastly, it is always sad to find that there is still a belief that
if one shouts loud enough in English, then all those who speak
some other language will ‘get it’ in the end. Walking a mile
in the next man’s moccasins is a far better way of acquiring a
humble understanding of their native point of view.
Imagine my excitement on sitting with pupils from four
different nations most mornings of the week at breakfast at
Ridley. Conversation was seldom at a loss, not least when on
one occasion I discovered that the collective sum of languages
spoken by four 15 year-old boys I was with came to 11!
Suddenly my own linguistic resources which, to be honest,
barely stretch beyond my native tongue, felt just a bit limited
in comparison. I realised that they had a multitude of ways
in which they could develop their intelligence. Imagine their
infinite potential! It certainly makes it a privilege to come
home older, hopefully wiser and definitely different.
Nearly a year on from the return to Blighty, despite the
forebodings of economic gloom that beset Europe, it is great
to be home. Eight years abroad is a tonic. Depending upon the
stage of life at which one does it, it is a risk to go abroad. Had
we gone younger, might we have stayed? Possibly, but then
our family were in England five years later and the need to be
close is an undeniable call. Despite the privilege of assuming
Canadian citizenship, it was impossible to cast off a certain
sense of being forever English emanating from our ancient
shores.
Jonathan Leigh has been Headmaster of Blundell’s and
Ridley College and is now the Master of Marlborough.
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Four years - the story so far
Ian Wilmshurst, Headmaster of King’s Bruton, reviews the highs and lows
of the first four years of his first Headship
Ian Wilmshurst
“You have a governors’ meeting that day.” My PA could have
added a science day, a lower sixth careers convention and an
evening summer concert, but I suppose the governors’ meeting
is the main reason I cannot attend the HMC’s professional
development course for new Heads appointed in 2009.
I was looking forward to the opportunity to discuss the
successes and failures, the hilarious moments and the occasionally
tragic events with my fellow Heads in the class of 2009. The
governors’ meeting means I will not be there, but I am sure
there will be plenty of honesty, good humour, camaraderie and
support as everyone catches up – I will miss them.
So what would I say? How have the last four years of my first
Headship been for me?
It is evident that I can now drop the ‘new’ when I introduce
myself to prospective parents. I am now no longer ‘the
new Headmaster’ of King’s School, Bruton, but rather ‘the
Headmaster’. I have experienced many highs and lows over the
last four years and the time has certainly rarely been dull.
Increasingly I have come to appreciate and understand the
strength of history and heritage here at King’s. I am conscious
that the position of Headmaster at King’s Bruton is a personal
responsibility and I am now the 31st Headmaster to be running
the school since its foundation in 1519. Records do not show
the names of the Headmasters before 1533, so in all likelihood,
there have been more than 31!
Strangely, the school has become part of who I am. In the first
year and much of the second, I felt more of an outsider who
came in making changes, hopefully to improve the school. My
roots were yet to entwine with the roots of the school. That has
now changed and as housemasters or housemistresses become
synonymous with their boarding houses, so I feel that I am
becoming a conspicuous and integral part of the whole. This is
both a positive and a negative and I continually have to focus
objectively on improving the school rather than defending its
accepted norms.
What has not changed since 2009 is the all-encompassing
nature of Headship. One comes to terms with the daily mass of
information and I am surprised at how unruffled I am when the
next crisis or drama unfolds. I have rarely stopped thinking about
the school, the pupils, the staff, the parents, the curriculum, the
facilities and the future. This may change with time, but I do
find it difficult to switch off and blank King’s Bruton out. I hope
this does not affect family, but I suspect it may. I enjoy doing the
miles on my road bike when time permits, but this too is often
a time when I can clear my head of minutiae and focus on the
bigger picture … and King’s is always part of that picture.
The experience gained over four years does help provide a
sense of balance and perspective. A Head will likely have to deal
with bereavement, tragedy, crises, serious disciplinary issues,
financial worries, staff problems – all will be challenging, but
one grows in confidence as these experiences are banked and, in
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effect, accumulate interest. I suppose Heads always need to trust
their judgement, for if it is weak or inconsistent, the personal
and professional consequences will be dire.
I have come to realise that a successful school can be distilled
down to one variable: the staff. If a Head attracts, appoints
and retains good-quality staff, then the role of Headship is
much easier. I enjoy appointing new inspirational staff and the
common room now has an exciting, dynamic mix of colleagues:
those straight out of university; second or third appointments
into middle management; interesting professionals who have
transferred into teaching from other careers; and experienced
staff who, as they have for many years, continue to give their
all to the pupils.
Retention of staff is important, up to a point, but it has been
an interesting and positive experience to see staff that I have
appointed to positions of responsibility then make the next
stage of promotion at other schools. I certainly benefited from
the advice and support of my Headmaster at Merchiston when I
started to look into deputy headship posts as a housemaster and
I try to help all staff when they embark on the often tiring and
challenging road of career progression.
King’s Bruton had an ISI inspection in October 2009 in my
second month of Headship. This was a strange experience
because I obviously wanted the school to get a glowing report,
but I felt that I did not know the school well enough to do the
essential lobbying behind the scenes that is part and parcel of the
inspection process. I was fortunate to have an experienced and
supportive ISI team and I was relieved that the inspection did
not expose issues of which I was unaware.
The inspection acted as an unofficial management consultancy
for me, giving me advice and a mandate to undertake change.
Some of this change was difficult, but all of it I knew was
necessary. Inspection has been an integral part of my four years
of Headship. ISI in 2009 was followed by Ofsted in 2011 and
an integrated ISI inspection again in 2012. The excellence of
the 2012 ISI report endorsed the changes and improvements
initiated after the 2009 inspection.
My wife agrees that my grasp of our family finances is weak.
She is the financial brains and I have always been rather lamely
content to leave the finances pretty much up to her. I was one of
the, I suspect, many housemasters/housemistresses up and down
the country desperately trying to balance my meagre house
budget in May and June by charging exorbitantly over the odds
for the cans of Coke in the house tuck shop.
Now that has all changed, but I still do not get too involved
in the family finances (although I might have headed off
that essential pony purchase had I been more involved). I do
understand the school’s finances although I am not, and never
want to be, bursarial material. I rightly rely on our bursar
for the financial expertise, but I have enjoyed planning and
implementing change that has resulted in significant financial
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‘A small school.’
growth at King’s. The bursar pointed out that I was acting more
like a bursar than a Headmaster in my first year, but the changes
made since then have meant that the school can now invest
confidently in the future.
I have been given much useful advice over the last four years
by Richard Fenwick, the experienced Hazlegrove Headmaster
with whom I work closely, since both schools make up the same
foundation. Richard advised me to run King’s Bruton, given
our size, more as a prep school than a larger senior school. We
have 335 pupils aged 13-18 and it has been necessary to get the
long screwdriver out and focus on all aspects of costs, budgetary
control and expenditure. Management accounts are no longer the
work of the devil but hold accessible, valuable and even exciting
information. Schools are not just businesses, but Heads have
to understand business and understand the school’s finances in
detail, particularly given the uncertain external environment.
A clear ongoing change since 2009 is the increasing familiarity
with pupils. As a housemaster and less so, inevitably, as a deputy
head in a large HMC school, my life revolved around pupils and
I knew them and they knew me. However, a new Headmaster
takes over a school with very little knowledge of the pupils and
it inevitably takes time to get to know them. Recruiting the next
year’s intake obviously helps, but I have found it frustrating
not to have immediate rapport with pupils. I am fortunate that
King’s is a small school and the majority of pupils board. I also
live on site amongst the pupils so I have more opportunity to
meet them socially.
There is the peculiar inevitability of reaching Headship and
spending most of your time not doing the things you trained for
and not doing the things that you initially joined teaching to do. I
grew up as a staff child at Edinburgh Academy and I suspect the

close proximity to school life throughout my childhood meant
that I never imagined I would end up teaching, let alone being
a Headmaster.
So, looking back over four years, I do not feel that I have fulfilled
a great career plan because I never had one. I do think about the
responsibility of Headship and the need to fulfil this responsibility
with honour and integrity. Honour and integrity may sound overly
dramatic, but I do feel that Heads are in a position of power and
we must use this power wisely and carefully.
Heads have to make major decisions that affect the futures
of pupils and staff alike. The opportunity to chat through
these decisions with governors, the senior management team
and fellow Heads is vital to maintain balance, perspective
and reassurance. There is loneliness in leadership and the
independent sector is competitive and is becoming increasingly
so. Heads may be reluctant to discuss problems openly in front
of their peers, but I am sure we all face similar issues.
And that brings me back to the beginning. The last four
years have been enjoyable, challenging, tiring and exhilarating.
They have also been a privilege. The HMC course would have
provided me with the opportunity to talk Headship with my
colleagues. Instead I will enjoy discussing plans, reports and
budgets with the governors. In the evening, however, I will
certainly raise a glass to the class of 2009. Here’s to the next
four years.
Ian Wilmshurst has been Headmaster of King’s Bruton
since 2009. Before that he was Deputy Head at The Royal
Hospital School, a housemaster at Merchiston Castle and
started his teaching career as a geographer at Highgate.
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Do svidaniya Krasnaya Strela
Bonjour le train bleu: John Price exchanges borscht for bouillabaisse
It is a truth universally acknowledged that articles peut-être d’une nation de marins, mais je te ferai bouffer par les
in Conference & Common Room are written chiefly by méduses si tu n’arrêtes pas de déc***er.”
In fact the school is developing its own language. I have
Headmasters, whose motives for setting pen to paper are not
made
my own modest contribution by enriching French with
exclusively altruistic. The editor, who once promised to buy me
useful
phrases such as ‘chanter de la même feuille de hymnes’ et
a drink at an HMC Conference but then failed to turn up at the
‘alligner
ses canards’ without which modern school management
bar – I haven’t forgotten – clearly connives in our vainglorious
is
impossible.
My French colleagues have abandoned all respect
self-aggrandisement.
for
the
Académie,
by using such abominations as ‘backuper’ as
Some contributors see C&CR as an essential first step towards
in
‘Mon
ordinateur
a crashé et j’avais oublié de le backuper.
the magnum opus – the memoir – which follows as surely as
Merde.’
Fortunately,
the new head of secondary is well versed
night follows day. I should know. Not that it sells very
in
Whitmarsh
and
we fully intend to re-establish French as
well of course – the royalties are scarcely worth
‘Monsieur
le
she
is
spoke
at
home.
Plût à Dieu que nous réussissions!
declaring and Spielberg has not been in touch.
directeur
sans
In
Monners
cruise
ships dock daily. One quickly
But this time the editor contacted me! Every
souci
et
sans
becomes
a
cruise
ship
snob. Vast floating three-stars
time I change job, and that’s been a fairly
chaussures.’
disgorge
their
penned
up
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Victory for Latymer’s rowers at Henley Royal Regatta…
Sunday, 7th July, was a victorious day for Latymer Upper
School’s rowers. The girls’ team won the Junior Women’s
Quadruple Sculls at the Henley Royal Regatta. The stunning
victory is a first in the school’s history, made all the more
impressive by the team’s record-breaking time. They broke
records at every stage of the course, winning the final race in a
decisive 7.26, shaving 1 minute 18 seconds off last year’s record.
Coached by Latymerian Hugo Gulliver (2007) the crew
consisted of Rose Maxwell (captain, upper sixth), Hester

Odgers (lower sixth), Schuyler Ritchie (upper sixth) and
Kate Griffiths (upper sixth).
Speaking about their outstanding performance, Latymer
Head, David Goodhew said: “I am delighted for the girls there is no higher achievement in rowing at this level than to
win at Henley.”
Schuyler and Kate have been selected for the GB Junior
Women’s Quad at the Coupe De La Jeunesse (European
Junior Championships) in Lucerne.

…and Abingdon’s hat trick
Abingdon School secured a tremendous victory, for the third
consecutive year, in the Princess Elizabeth Challenge Cup
at Henley Royal Regatta on Sunday, 7th July, a feat not
recorded in this event since 1948. The win followed success
at the National Schools’ Regatta, where they won both the
Championship VIII and the Championship IV.
The Eight showed exceptional form all week, culminating in
victory over local rivals St Edward’s School in the final, by half
a length in a new record time of 6 minutes and 17 seconds. To

add to this success, the Old Abingdonian Griffen Boat won the
Thames Challenge Cup, in the same time as the School’s Eight.
James Fox, the master in charge of rowing at Abingdon
added, “I don’t think there are many days like this in
schoolboy rowing. To win the Princess Elizabeth Cup for
three consecutive years is the stuff of legend. David Currie
and his crew have achieved something special. And as if
that wasn’t enough, with the OA Griffen Boat winning the
Thames Cup, the day just does not seem real.”
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What’s it really all about?
Karenza Morton reports on an education conference with a difference
As Heads and governors from across Britain gathered at Trent
College, Nottingham, for a special event dedicated to leading
and governing schools in a testing 21st century, pupils and
education, not budgets and league tables, were returned to the
top of the agenda.
Being a Head or a chair of governors can be a lonely job.
Worse still, if one is especially strong-willed or particularly
outspoken, the other can be left fighting against the tide if
unconvinced that the direction in which their school is being
led is the right one for its future.
It doesn’t take a genius to suggest that, in the best models
of good governance, Heads and governors are aligned in
their vision, prepared to challenge and support each other
and able to see past the balance sheet to make their school’s
education about the pupils. But somewhere in the realities of
the day-to-day running of a 21st century school, coping with
the economic and political pressures of austerity, with exam
league tables and assessment ruling the roost and safeguarding
horror stories becoming ever more newsworthy, it isn’t hard to
see why this partnership isn’t always trouble free.
It was this challenging reality that the conference for Heads
and governors, A Time to Lead, hosted at Trent College,
Nottingham in June, sought to address. More than 100 Heads,
governors and senior teachers from as far afield as Edinburgh,
Dublin, Sussex, Somerset and County Durham took the
opportunity to listen and talk about how best to manage a 21st
century school.
The conference aimed to give Heads and governors time
away from school to share and understand the experiences
of other schools in delivering an all-round education that
doesn’t focus solely on exam results and a school’s bottom
line. Although the word ‘challenge’ is so often used when
discussing current issues in education, Gill Dixon, Head of
Trent College, believed that A Time to Lead should have an
altogether different focus:
We talk so much about the pressures we face in education,
when we should be talking about opportunity. We want
Heads and governors from around the country to talk and
to listen to each other, to be inspired by the achievements

Paul Macildowie, Trent Chair. Gill Dixon, Trent Head.
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and ambitions of each other, to gain reassurance and
courage from each other and to return to their own schools
knowing why we do what we do, feeling topped up and
with eyes shining.
Through a quartet of diverse guest speakers, minds were
focussed, thoughts were provoked, but most importantly, ideas
were inspired. At a time when it is all too easy to get bogged
down in the ‘challenge’ and ‘difficulties’ of education in
today’s climate, opportunity was recognised and reassurance
was gained. A Time to Lead proved that the appetite is there
for Heads and governors to be open-minded and learn from
each other even at a time when the market is dog eat dog.
The opening guest speaker, David Hanson, CEO of the
Independent Association of Prep Schools (IAPS), made a
number of challenging and realistic points:
A school can only be as good as you limit it in your own
mind. Heads and governors are running businesses in a
hard environment. If your school is doing well, it is at the
expense of others.
What does the modern day curriculum look like? Not
in terms of subjects learned, but what do we want the
children at our school to learn? If a school’s growth is not
possible at the moment, how can they run as efficiently as
possible with the best learning outcomes?
There has been a shift in culture in the independent
sector. We have a new generation of parents as discerning
consumers, who expect exceptional quality, detail, care and
who are, quite rightly, very, very demanding. Meanwhile,
boarding schools are becoming much more local, with the
distance people travel to board having dropped drastically.
People are electing to board for different reasons based on
lifestyle and opportunity.
A school’s governing body has to have a clear
understanding of what is actually happening in their school
in the context of the global economy and an uncertain 21st
century world, and ensure teaching and learning are at its
heart as that is all parents are paying for.
Christine Ryan, Chief Inspector of the Independent Schools
Inspectorate (ISI), agreed:
Sometimes when our inspectors see a school’s development
plans it is hard to recognise it as coming from a school,
as there is nothing about innovations in curriculum,
raising attainment, educational standards etc. Where the
relationship between a school and its board of governors
is good, that doesn’t happen.
The universal theme of the event was leadership – defining what
good leadership looks like, how it is nurtured and its impact.
Trust, vision, loyalty, empowerment – these are all words that
came up repeatedly as qualities that need to be found in the
relationships between Heads and governors in successful schools.
Humphrey Walters, who was on Sir Clive Woodward’s
England Rugby World Cup-winning backroom team and has
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Golds and silver for Jamila
Plymouth College elite swimmer and Olympian, 16 year-old Jamila Lunkuse, has won seven gold medals and one silver
medal at the Confederation of Africa Swimming Championships held in Zambia.
Competing for Uganda, Jamila took on the top swimmers in her age group from across Africa to win the 50m
breaststroke (competition record), 100m breaststroke, 200m breaststroke, 100m freestyle, 200m freestyle, 50m
butterfly and 200m IM. Her silver medal was in the 50m freestyle.
As a result of her medal haul, which brought the Ugandan team’s total to 21, Jamila was awarded the Uganda
Sports Press Association ‘Sports Personality of the Month’ accolade. The Year 11 pupil, who competed for her
country in London 2012, returned to school to take her GCSEs.
worked with TeamGB and in Premier League football, used his
own experience of taking part in a gruelling round the world
sailing challenge to illustrate the importance of vision, pride in
the badge and culture in creating successful teams. In a number
of anecdotes from the ocean, including when his crew was
caught in a hurricane, he encapsulated the power of opportunity:
Our skipper told us, “We are going to make it.” Simple
words, but it doesn’t half relax you when you get
reassurance from the person you trust to focus on
concentrating on what you can control, not on the things
you can’t. One of my crewmates coined the phrase “Look
for the gap in the waves” as our best chance to progress
forwards and that can be applied to so many scenarios, not
least education.
Followership is twice as important as leadership. Being
at that point where people don’t need to be checked up
on as they can be trusted to do what they said they would
because they have empathy for the cause; can cope with
unpredictability; and have an attitude of ‘leave the wave
behind’, in that you can’t do anything about what has been,
only what is next.

As Bruce Potts, the education writer and presenter who set up
Primary Transformation, concluded, children in Britain today
have more and better opportunities than ever, but are also
unhappier than ever before, with increasing inequality and
mental health disorders in under 16s on the rise. How do we
ensure our schools’ curriculums actually reflect the education
and skills our pupils will need as future citizens? He said:
We’ve got to let children have some freedom. Children’s
values have been confused by their wants. We should let
children play at all ages whether they are five or 15, have
time outside of school when they are not working, when
they can just roam and life isn’t so structured.
We need to slow down and do less but do it well.
Children’s emotional well-being and social skills need to be
put at heart of the curriculum for the best days of their lives.
Not a mention of budgets or exam league tables in sight!
Karenza Morton is the communications officer at Trent
College, having worked previously for the Royal Yachting
Association and AFC Bournemouth amongst others.
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Body and Soul
Dear Colleague
Thank you for volunteering to be part of the Body and Soul series.
The aim of the exercise is to give an insight into the life of Heads. You are a fascinating lot and that should be celebrated.
The questionnaire is below. As I explained, please give pithy responses, with as few subordinate clauses as possible, to the
questions. Please download this, fill it in electronically, and return to: john.newton@tauntonschool.co.uk
Do not feel you should compromise yourself in any way. If you are uncomfortable with a question because I am trespassing
on sensitive terrain, please indicate and I will omit both question and response.
On the other hand, wit is always welcome.

1. Name, school and number of years in post.

Give two key principles about how you manage time.

Hilary French. Central Newcastle High School GDST. Head
of Central for seven years but I have been a Head in the
independent sector for 13 years.

I am usually sceptical about time management books, courses
etc but one piece of advice does work for me – concentrate
and really focus on something for 20 minutes and then move
on to the next thing. It is amazing how much you can achieve
doing that.
Try not to let the immediate issues distract you from the
longer term planning key to the role of Head: take time to
think and prioritise before diving into that list!

2. The working day
Do you start early or go late? Why?
I usually arrive before 7am and leave after 7 in the evening
because there is so much to get into every day. People have to take
priority during the core school day; I love to wander round school
and spend time just talking. The tyranny of email never relaxes
its grip and because our business is people, a reasonably timely
response is important. I also commute across the Tyne and hate
sitting in traffic jams so it makes sense to spend more time in the
environment I love, doing the job I’m so lucky to have!

Is the desk a sea of paper or a tranquil pool of
ordered tasks?
Both – by the end of the day, always the latter but thank
heavens for the in-tray on my PA’s desk – she gets my clutter!
During the day, there are always letters, cards, papers, notes
and journals, reports, books etc.

When the pressure is on do you:
Take a bath
Take a walk
Take a pill
Other (please specify)
Take a walk and visit my personal trainer.

Do you talk it out or hold it in? Who to? How?
Hold it in – I have never taken work frustrations or issues
home probably because my daughter was in the first school
where I was Head and I had to protect both my daughter and
the staff from any hint of ‘leaks’. It’s good self-discipline.

Hilary French
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What is the most precious, and most villainous,
object in your study?
Precious: toss-up between the door and a box of tissues – both
for others to use!
Most villainous – the clock!

Do you have a Blackberry, iPhone etc? If so, describe
your attitude towards it.
I love all things Apple and could not now function without
my iPad and iPhone – the design and user friendliness have
ensnared me completely. I want the whole school to use iPads.

3. Nurturing the mind
What newspaper do you read? Which sections do
you spend most time on?
The Times – Times 2 and the news section during the weekend.
All of it and The Sunday Times at the weekend.

What sort of literature do you read in the term?
I tend to read lots of education, business and skills-related
stuff during term time but always have a fairly lightweight
novel on the go on my Kindle as well.

And the holidays?
Holidays – anything and everything – I love reading. My
daughter has been recommending a lot of novels recently. I
read The Secret Garden and Jane Eyre at least once every year.

What are your tastes in the arts? How do they affect you?
Middle of the road generally – love listening to Sibelius,
Delius and Mozart (music not opera) but also Karl Jenkins and
Einaudi, Coldplay and Enya.
I’m hugely influenced by my environment and therefore spend a
lot of time looking at art in galleries and museums – I’m educating
myself to appreciate visual modernism and post modernism. Had
I not gone into education, I would have loved to be an architect so
I adore looking at and being in all types of spaces and buildings.

If you have Sky+, what do you have on series link?
Currently, The Americans and The Apprentice.

You are given a six month sabbatical to write a book.
What would it be about?
If I had a sabbatical I wouldn’t use it to write a book unless
it was a diary chronicling my experiences and encounters
with people around the world. I would spend my sabbatical
travelling to as many places as possible.

4. Feeding the soul...
How important is the spiritual life to you? Explain
your response.

encourage girls to ‘walk around the world’ on 11th October
2013 – the Second International Day of the Girl. We hope to
raise £250,000.

If relevant, what was your last sermon about?
I have never delivered a sermon though my assemblies
sometimes sound like one! I do want the girls to espouse
traditional values and respect each other in every way.

5. Training the body
Do you get your five-a-day?
Usually – I do try but it can be difficult when really busy – or
invited to tempting meals when it would be rude to decline the
many tempting alternatives.

How often do you exercise? What do you do?
I try to do three or four hours a week. I have a personal trainer
– otherwise I would not have the self-discipline to exercise
and push myself.

In the holidays how much do you travel and where do
you prefer to go?
Travel plans have changed as I have got older. We have done
the beach holidays with our daughter and loved them, then
moved on to activity and city breaks. I think I like to spend
a few days in a city now but would also like to visit more
faraway destinations. I would love to go to a spa resort (hope
my husband reads this!).

Your chair says you are tired and insists you do one
of the following; which one would you choose:
Have a massage
Have a sauna
Have a posh meal
Have a weekend by the sea
Definitely a weekend by the sea – with guaranteed sunshine,
please.

6. Relationships
Which person, alive or dead, fictitious or real would
you like to meet?
President Putin – I’d love to talk to him openly and try to get
to know the real man.

Who has been the key influence on your life?
My first teaching post was in a huge inner-city comprehensive
in Sunderland (2000 children). My head of department had a
profound influence on me. His genuine concern for his pupils
was reflected in the way that he mentored and supported me
throughout. We are still in regular contact 35 years later and
he is godfather to our daughter.

Fundamentally important to me – and, I think to everyone in
my school. My aim is to enable everyone to find the space
and self-awareness to realise how important and invigorating
reflection in a calm and peaceful place can be.
Our school environment and ethos is designed to nurture,
stimulate and challenge the spiritual element in all of us.
Too often the materialism and busyness of the modern world
swamp that essential need which we ignore at our peril.

Who would you least like to invite to dinner?

What is your favoured charity? Do you work with
them in any capacity?

7. Do you have any unorthodox ambitions? If yes,
please specify:

PlanUK. I would like to do more and would love to spend
a sabbatical working with them. I am working with them to

It is rapidly becoming unorthodox to champion traditional
values so I’ll keep doing that!

Rupert Murdoch.

To whom would you most like to give a piece of your
mind?
Sharapova and all the other tennis stars who have behaved so
badly at Wimbledon. In general anyone in the public eye who
behaves badly.
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It’s the case, stupid!
How to keep raising funds in a flat-lining economy
Dear Head
The donor pyramid has changed shape: it has become more
Shard-like. At the base of the pyramid there are fewer people
giving less; at the top of the pyramid there are fewer people
giving more. It is simplistic just to shrug and say: “It’s the
economy, stupid!”
Yes, of course a long recession is hitting fundraising
hard, but there are other factors that influence the success of
fundraising, factors which, unlike the economy, we can do
something about. In particular we need to understand what is
going on at the top of the Shard, because there are still people
out there who have money to give – big money.
Let’s take it as read that your fundraising involves donor
cultivation and face-to-face asking. So beyond this, what is it
that will persuade these top-of-the-pyramid guys to give? In a
word: case. Case is the ‘why’ of your fundraising.
In my experience, many of today’s major donors are highly
intelligent, bold and plain speaking. They like vision, clarity
and openness. But is this really new? If you went back to the
16th century and interviewed some of the great philanthropists
of the time – the characters whose names are reverently
repeated on commemoration days at the country’s great
schools – you would probably find striking similarities. Plus
ça change.
All of this means we just have to work harder, because the
case for your appeal really matters. With a good one, your
fundraising will be exciting and rewarding: with an incoherent
one, you will be exposed.
In my 20s I ran local capital appeals for the Woodland
Trust. I used to turn up at village halls around the country
and promote the cause of a threatened wood, with the aim of
galvanising the locals into dipping into their pockets. There
would always be someone at the back of the hall in a tatty
Barbour jacket, with his arms folded across his chest, who
would say phlegmatically: “So what?”
‘So what?’ is a tough one. Think of it applied to schools.
You want to build a theatre? So what? A new sports hall? So
what? But it’s a perfectly fair question to ask and we need to
be prepared for it. If your answer is really that the schools
you compete against have these facilities and you don’t, then
you’re on the back foot. Our new breed of philanthropist is not
impressed by this line of argument. That’s a business rationale
that demands a business solution. Fundraising demands more
than business. You need to be in visionary territory to make
it really work.
At a dinner for prospective donors, one Headmaster stressed
the point that the school was not in the facilities arms race.
People nodded doubtfully. Later, over coffee, a potential donor
picked up on this and said: “In my opinion, you are in the
facilities arms race, and your sports centre is your Trident.”
Everyone chuckled, some of us more uneasily than others.
The simplified, convincing answer goes something like this:
“We have a clear vision for where we are taking this school.
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James Underhill:
What’s going on at the
top of the Shard?
We are preparing young people for an incredibly complicated
and challenging world. We need this theatre/sports hall/
language lab/whatever to support our vision because more than
anything young people need opportunities to develop.” OK,
that’s glib, but you get the thrust: development serves vision.
Some of the most generous and interesting donors I have
come across in my fundraising career have made their fortunes
in private equity. I was with just such a person recently, sitting
opposite him in his boardroom. He told me why he had given
generously to his university. “They were struggling, but they
had a really simple vision: to be a top ten university within ten
years. That got me excited, because everything they wanted to
do stacked up behind this.” His signal was simple: show me
your vision and I’ll back you.
Of course there will always be those who give to your
school because they just love the place and what it did for
them. Do these wonderful people need a perfectly crafted
case for support? Not really. They simply want to know that
the school’s values are intact and that you haven’t given up
rowing. Love is what they need. But it would be madness to
assume that a school can develop by relying on this type of
unquestioning generosity. These people are becoming rarer
and many of them have become poorer. So what can we do?
Listen. Many of the new philanthropists actually want to get
involved. They don’t mind working with you to make sure your
case for support is visionary. But school leadership has to be
open and confident to let this happen. We have to listen. Too
often meetings between academics and business-people become
unnecessarily tense. Other organisations would pay good money
to have these people provide their observations and ideas, but
not schools. We think there is something about education which
business will never understand. We need to get over this.
Think. Think long and hard, because creating a strong case
for support requires intellectual rigour. It’s one of those jobs
that demands strong coffee and silence. But don’t be afraid:
there are good reasons why you need to develop your school.

Vision
There are robust answers to the guy who folds his arms and says,
“So what?”
These answers come from the heart of what we are about as places of
learning. And if you really find the answers don’t come, then perhaps
you need to go one step further back and question your master plan.
Why are you doing all that building work? What’s the real reason?
What else? We need to write. I believe that once you have had
a stab at producing the carefully-crafted copy, the case begins
to live. School leadership should take ownership of this task:
it should not just be left to the development director, although
he or she may be the original author. And the end result of the
writing need not only be a document. We should also recognise
the power of video.
Above all we should stop playing catch up with each other
and we should focus on what is intrinsically right for our
schools, in support of our own visions for how we meet the
challenges ahead. This way, people will still give.
Yours faithfully
A Development Director
James Underhill has worked in fundraising and
communications for the last 20 years.
He is a now a consultant –
www.underhill-associates.co.uk
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The 20-minute pitch
Mike Jeffers reckons that you’ve got 1200 seconds to clinch the deal
I am now in my sixth year as a housemaster at Glenalmond
College and in that time the marketing and recruitment aspects
of my role have increased significantly. Like many other
housemasters and housemistresses, I am very much at the ‘point
of sale’ when it comes to convincing visiting parents that my
school, and by extension my house, is the right choice for them.
The marketplace for independent boarding education is
increasingly competitive, with parents enjoying a wide choice
of high quality options. The challenge for me when dealing
with visitors who have typically seen two other schools and
probably one or two other houses within my own school was,
is and will continue to be how to get to the top of their list.
I consider the marketing aspect of my job at Glenalmond
to be important and highly skilled and, like any new skill,
acquiring it can be made easier through specific guidance and
training. The vast majority of teachers who are promoted to
housemaster/ housemistress posts have probably not had any
previous business or marketing experience before finding
themselves on this front line.
Training in marketing and recruitment in the independent
education sector is at risk of being left behind by a rapidly
changing and increasingly competitive marketplace.
Independent schools, particularly independent boarding
schools, now need to work even harder to retain their market
share of new pupils. Central to this is convincing visiting
parents that your school and boarding house is a friendly,
welcoming and caring home from home for their child.
By the time prospective parents and pupils meet you, they
will have been impressed enough with the reputation of
the school to have come to visit it for themselves and will
probably already have met the Head. Your role is to pick up
where the Head has left off and quickly establish a level of
trust and confidence that will allow the family to take forward
the idea of entrusting their child’s pastoral care and personal
development into your hands for the next five years or so. This
is obviously a major decision for any family to take. The fact
that they have got as far as coming to meet you represents a
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significant success, but the impression you make in that vital
first 20 minutes is critical.

Research
It’s much easier to sell what someone is looking for. Make
sure you use your connections to learn as much as possible
about a child prior to their visit. You will be able to ask
better questions, show prospective parents and pupils that you
care enough about them to do your research and make their
experience feel unique to them.

Confidence
It’s much easier to sell something that you’re very obviously
proud of. A sense of your enthusiasm and optimism will
let prospective parents know there is value in what you are
offering. It won’t matter so much even if they say no, as they
will then talk to others about your obvious passion. No doubt
some of your competitors will have state of the art ‘this’ and
new ‘that’, but it will be the people you are talking to who
will make the decision. It will be the human dimension that
ultimately defines how you are different and better, and it will
be the experience of your tour that determines this.

Listen and ask questions
Try to put yourself in the buyers’ position and avoid spending
the whole time talking about yourself, your vision and your
house. More families than ever before are now first time
buyers in the independent education market and what may
seem obvious to you will not be obvious to others. This is
a reason why it is important to build in an opportunity for
prospective parents to meet pupils (who are likely to be the
greatest advertisement for the school anyway) and have an
opportunity to ask questions directly to them.
It goes without saying that pupil guides should be carefully
selected, but it’s precisely because they will not be overschooled in marketing techniques that they will be able to
give the kind of spontaneous and unrehearsed responses that
prospective parents and pupils want to hear.

Six sixes

Bedford Modern School Year 12 student Kyle Cunningham hit six sixes in an over in the
school’s first team cricket match against Haileybury on Saturday, 22nd June. There is no
record of this happening before in the school’s history.
Due to rain the match was reduced to 30 overs per side. Bedford Modern School batted
first and made 237 for 9, the highlight being 99 from Kyle Cunningham off just 35 balls.
This innings included six sixes off an over from the unfortunate Dinwoodie. For good
measure Kyle hit his next ball for six as well!
In reply Haileybury were always up with the run rate but were losing wickets at regular
intervals. With 12 balls remaining, two runs were required with still two wickets in hand. Haileybury then lost both
wickets to a stumping and then a run out resulting in Bedford Modern School winning by one run. “This was a truly
memorable feat. It’s the first time I have ever seen it happen,” said Paul Woodroffe, Bedford Modern’s director of cricket.
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I’m always conscious of the fact that visitors are bringing
a very young boy to look round a house that is home to
many older boys. I make a point of talking about the
strategies I’ve employed to incentivise and facilitate
mixing between the year groups and a culture of
accountability amongst the older boys towards
the younger ones.
What I’m trying to achieve most of all is to
enable them to visualise themselves living in
the house. It helps to have a photo session
involving all the new pupils as part of your
induction process and then these pictures
can then be put up on permanent display. For
the same reason I also try to spend as much
time as possible in the public areas rather than
bedrooms as I’m keen for visitors to get a feel
as to how the house community interacts socially,
a major theme in the message of our website and
Before…
house newsletters.
After.
Communication doesn’t stop once you’ve said
good-bye to your visitors as you should keep in
touch with them through newsletters and other
regular updates. Even if you suspect they will
be going elsewhere, they will almost certainly
know others who will be interested in what
you are offering.
Every visitor who walks through your
door already represents a considerable
success, as much of the challenge lies in
getting them to come and meet you in
person. Once this has been achieved, it’s
worth reflecting on whether there’s more
that can still be done to maintain this
momentum through to a successful ‘sale’.
I don’t claim to be an expert and would
describe my own approach as a constantly
evolving work in progress, but I hope that
fellow housemasters and housemistresses
may find some of my thoughts useful when
their next visitors arrive.

It’s also very important for you to ask questions of the child
you are showing round and not just to talk to the parents. In
today’s competitive market, the older the child, the more
say he or she will have in the final choice of school
or house. You are also being judged every step
of the way and parents will be very interested
in what kind of rapport you have with their
child if they are going to entrust them into
your care.
A word of warning here: choose your
location carefully as, whilst you are talking
to their child, the parents’ eyes will wander
and perhaps start noticing things you ceased
to notice long ago!

First impressions

Creating an excellent first impression is vital in
this process but to achieve this, aesthetics become
important to reflect the aims, ethos, traditions and
history of the school and the house. I was once told
that a happy house will sell itself and, to a certain
extent, I agree with this, certainly in the case of
younger siblings and relations of existing pupils
who already know me as housemaster and who
are already familiar with the house itself.
However, in order to attract pupils who are
new to boarding, the ‘feel’ that is created by
good aesthetics is vitally important. Whilst
on one level a tour of the house involves
showing someone a building, the tour is
resoundingly not about the building. The
house itself should be seen as a vehicle
through which to communicate the personal
development, achievements and sense of
community of the pupils over the years.
Commercial artwork has no place here
and every picture on display should be either
the pupils’ own artwork or a photograph that
tells a story of some significant event, activity
or achievement. This way you will never run
out of things to talk about as you walk round or,
better still, obvious triggers to stimulate questions.
Your ‘brand identity’ should also be obvious to any
visitors as soon as they arrive. This can be achieved through
the prominent display of your house logo and by paint effects
and soft furnishings in your house colours.

Mike Jeffers is a housemaster
at Glenalmond College.
House history and brand identity.

Differentiate yourself from the competition
You cannot differentiate yourself by describing the dayto-day requirements of your role as housemaster, not least
because by adopting this approach you risk being outgunned
by competitors with new or better facilities or simply more
established in the marketplace. It’s important to innovate so
that you have something new and different to include in the
experience you are offering and to focus on what you are
setting out to achieve rather than how you achieve it.
The question parents most want an answer to is how their
child will turn out if they entrust them to your care for the
next five years. There’s nothing like a discreetly placed
photograph of your head of house next to a picture of what
they looked like when they first arrived at the school to help
them visualise this.
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Meeting the challenge
Patrick Derham writes with authority about the life-changing
potential of educational bursaries
‘A great school is very trying: it never can present images of
rest and peace.’ So Rugby School’s legendary Head Master
Thomas Arnold reflected a century-and-a-half ago. Although
my illustrious predecessor enjoyed the luxury of not having
to deal with a snap ISI inspection or keep up with the latest
health and safety rules, his words still encapsulate the
challenge facing independent sector Heads today.
Irrespective of their individual histories, all of our schools
are striving to maintain their reputations for excellence while
demonstrating their value to society. The pressure to prove we
do our bit for the wider community has intensified dramatically
in recent years, with politicians and commentators across
the spectrum exhorting us to justify our charitable statuses.
Sponsor an academy! Admit more working-class pupils! Open
up your playing fields and pitches! The list goes on.
Patrick Derham
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Against this background noise, I know many of my fellow
Heads often wonder where on earth they should begin when
it comes to access. How can we prove we’re serious about
aspiration when our budget faces so many different pressures?
Who and where should we be targeting? Which type of scheme
will deliver the best outcome?
As with everything in the independent sector, success can
come in many different forms. There is no one-size-fits-all
approach to increasing access, and we should celebrate the
large variety of models on offer. However, our experience
here at Rugby shows that bursaries enable independent
schools to both increase opportunity in an affordable manner
and reach a large number of disadvantaged children.
Widening access is very much part of Rugby’s DNA and,
since the school was founded in 1567, we have provided support
for day pupils through our Lawrence Sheriff bequest. But the
impetus to offer fully-funded places was in part a result of
my own personal experience. A working-class boy from a
seafaring family, I was preparing to join the Merchant Navy
when, through charitable support, I was offered a place at
Pangbourne. Instead of leaving school at 16 I stayed in fulltime education, went on to read history at Cambridge and
from there chose to go into teaching.
When I became Head Master of Rugby in 2001, I wanted
to enable others to enjoy the transformative potential of a
boarding school bursary. So, in 2003, the Arnold Foundation
was established to provide fully-funded places – subject to
means testing – for those young people who could benefit from a
boarding school education but might not be able to afford the fees.
How did we go about making this a reality? First, we had to
revive our appeal-weary fundraising base. When I arrived at
Rugby in 2001 many former pupils felt the only time they were
contacted was when money was needed: some felt the school
was not in touch at all. This presented a serious problem if we
wanted to launch a well-funded access programme.
So we set in train a plan to change our relationship with
former pupils. On one level it was a simple rebranding
exercise with a new name for the alumni society, but we also
changed way the society worked and found it a reforming
president. In addition, a professional development director
was hired to launch a new fundraising approach. A dynamic
director of development – and the relationship he or she has
with the school’s leadership team – is key to setting up a
successful bursary foundation.
Next we had to figure out who exactly would benefit from
the Arnold Foundation and what criteria we should use in
selecting them. Rugby opted not to advertise for pupils
but instead to work with partner organisations to identify
candidates. We forged alliances with two Inner London
based charities, IntoUniversity and Eastside Young Leaders’
Academy, to help us find the pupils with the greatest potential
to gain from boarding.
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The former aims to address underachievement among
young people through a programme of out-of-school study,
mentoring, aspirational coaching and personal support, while
the latter works to nurture the leadership potential and life
chances of young Afro-Caribbean males.
It was also important for us to put a support system in place,
so Arnold Foundation pupils could acclimatise to the rigours
of boarding at an independent school and so their families
could feel part of the Rugby community. At Rugby, those on
fully-funded bursaries enjoy the same pastoral care as their
contemporaries but benefit from having older peers as mentors,
as well as access to dedicated Arnold Foundation tutors.
A specialist coordinator sees Arnold Foundation parents on
a regular basis, with partner organisations also providing the
families with assistance. This level of support is maintained
during the school holidays and the transition between school
and home is carefully managed.
Targeted bursaries dramatically enhance the educational
prospects of those who receive them, and our Arnold
Foundation pupils have achieved both academic and sporting
success. Amongst the 73 Arnold Foundation pupils who
have benefited since 2003, some are now training to become
lawyers, medics and journalists. Others are studying at or have
graduated from Russell Group universities including Oxford
and Cambridge.
But equally important is the impact bursary pupils have
in their home communities. Those who have been given
the chance to attend an independent school can unlock
the potential of their friends and relatives back home,
eradicating a poverty of ambition. The National Foundation
for Educational Research has praised the Arnold Foundation

Rugby pupils. Below: Rugby scientists.

for liberating recipients from cultures of low educational
attainment, but also for influencing the siblings, friends and
neighbours of these children.
Bursary schemes are not for every school, but the flexibility
of the model, coupled with the significant impact it can have
on a child’s education, makes it an attractive option for those
who still believe in Dr Arnold’s vision of what an independent
school should be.
Patrick Derham has been Head Master of
Rugby School since 2001.
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From TLC to TAC
Jo Thomson describes Christ’s Hospital’s robust model of pastoral care
Ask any parent what they want from their child’s school and
the response will almost always be immediate and heartfelt:
they want their child to be safe, secure and happy, closely
followed by the desire for their child to fulfil their academic
and personal potential.
These days, the ‘safe and secure’ boxes are ticked and
rigorously monitored by inspectors, but how can we be certain
that our pupils are ‘happy’? Indeed, from the flurry of articles and
research papers on the subject in recent years, it is clear that it is
hard enough to define happiness let alone attempt to measure it.
Yet when schools are challenged about how they ensure
that their pupils fulfil their happiness potential, the solution
is usually trotted out in the form of the support the schools
can offer with their ‘outstanding pastoral care’. Just read
any school website – the names are interchangeable! This
usually translates in practice as the provision of plenty of
available adults who will listen, offer sage advice and turn the
distressed teenager around, sending them back into the world
with the smile put firmly back on their anxious faces.
But how much of this is anaesthetic at best and tokenistic at
worst? Is a bit of TLC and a hot chocolate with matron enough
these days or is it sometimes merely a short-term solution to a
festering sore, the emotional equivalent of putting a Band Aid
on a broken leg?
In a world that is rapidly changing, we know all too well
that today’s teenagers are under increasing pressure, from
home and school, to achieve their utmost and we need to
ask ourselves whether our pastoral systems are really still
fit for purpose. A degree is no longer the guarantee of a
job; university brings with it the prospect of huge debts; and
school leavers are competing for work with people not just
from this country but from all corners of the globe ... all this
in the middle of a recession that shows no sign of abating.
Is it any wonder that teenage stress and depression is on
the up? Parents often have to make huge sacrifices to pay for
their children’s schooling and our pupils are conscious that

their independent school education represents not only an
amazing opportunity, but that this privilege also brings with it
the heavy burden of expectation.
Parents, often without realising it, send signals to their
children that in investing in their education, they feel they are
buying them a fast track ticket, conferring upon their children
that much needed ‘leg up’ in a competitive world and, in
order to exploit this fully, their sons and daughters must take
advantage of every opportunity that is dangled in front of
them at school. Success is therefore measured not only by A*
grades on exam certificates but by the number of instruments
our youngsters play, languages they speak, sports teams they
represent and charitable deeds they do.
In addition they must have first rate IT skills, impeccable
manners and the ability to make the right decisions at all times.
This is without even mentioning the pressure they are under
from peers to look and dress in certain ways. As our children
wake up to adolescence, these worries about their ability to
cope, the fear of failure and the potential for disappointing
the people who have invested in them most heavily, along
with the potent cocktail of racing hormones, can combine to
result in a festering of emotions that can become increasingly
difficult for them to suppress.
Open any newspaper or magazine and there are almost daily
references to teenage self-harm, drug and alcohol dependency
and the rise of eating disorders in both girls and boys. These are
all simply coping strategies employed by desperate adolescents
trying to measure up and exact some control over a world which
keeps shifting beneath their feet. Evidence tells us, too, that it is
the high achievers, the gifted, ambitious, self-punishing types,
who are most likely to succumb to such pressure.
As teachers, we all know that academic and personal success
is rooted in strong pastoral soil and that if an individual is
floundering in their personal lives, they cannot even begin
to hope to achieve their full potential academically. Schools
and parents cannot therefore afford to ignore the increasing

The Team Around the Child
In response to numerous enquiries from schools, a conference with interactive workshops to enhance professional
development about The Team Around the Child – Christ’s Hospital’s fresh approach to pastoral care – will be hosted by
Christ’s Hospital School on Thursday, 17th October 2013.
Speakers include:
Revd Dr Jonathan Long, Head Master of Woodstock School in India, who has written about pastoral care and will
be talking about the importance of pastoral care and the role of the Team with particular reference to spirituality and the
pastoral care role of the Chaplain in boarding schools.
Dr Tina Rae of the School of Psychology in the University of East London, who will be talking about social and
emotional issues faced by teenagers and building resilience in the Team.
Giles Barrow, who writes on ‘transactional analysis’, will speak about ways in which the Team can work together to
support and manage difficult behaviour in teenagers and building relationships with key pastoral people and young people.
The conference is designed for the whole pastoral team – eg chaplains, counsellors, child protection officers. To reserve a
place and for booking details, discounts etc, please contact Lucia Brown 01403 247407 lzb@christs-hospital.org.uk
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Jo Thomson, pupils
and Charter.
need to have solid pastoral structures in place – not only for
reacting and responding to problems as they arise, but also –
and preferably – to identify and prevent problems in the first
place. Easier said than done!
Part of my role as deputy head at Christ’s Hospital over the
past four years has been to review our pastoral care policies
to ensure they meet the needs of our pupils today. This focus
has been very much sharpened by the fact that our school’s
450 year-old ethos rests on the premise that the majority of
our pupils must demonstrate some sort of social, financial or
other need in order to benefit from the school’s exceptionally
generous bursary programme.
In days past, the school could act as a haven for its needy
pupils, where social and financial worries were left at the door
and children could flourish in a boarding environment free
from external stresses and strains. These days, the pressures
from home, added to the pressures exerted by the economic
world, mean that, for our pupils, their arrival at CH is often
just the beginning of their challenging journey: they are
merely at the foothills of the adolescent mountain. Yet CH
somehow manages to succeed in getting these pupils, often
through adversity, to the summit, or at least to their first
choice university or college. How is this achieved?
First, we recognise that hands-on, close pastoral monitoring
and early warning systems are essential steps in the search
for the holy grail of keeping our teenagers on track. We have
adopted a hugely successful Team Around the Child (TAC)
approach, which is pre-emptive and ‘joined-up’ and, in our
pastoral development planning, we have built in caring and
watertight approaches that run decisively through every thread

of school life, from the chaplaincy through to our Positive
Behaviour Management disciplinary systems.
We understand that poor behaviour or choices are usually
a result of an underlying issue and that detention is unlikely
to bring about a change in behaviour but, rather, will serve
to add resentment. We know that academic, pastoral and
co-curricular programmes are closely interwoven and that the
information gleaned from matrons, house-parents, cleaners,
nurses, chaplains, visiting music teachers, sports coaches –
the list goes on and on – is immensely valuable in putting the
pieces of the pastoral jigsaw together.
An individual’s small behavioural changes might go unnoticed
when taken in isolation but, when considered collectively, it can
be very easy to begin to notice when ‘something’s not quite right’.
The challenge all schools face is in harnessing that wealth of
information and sharing it in a way that maintains confidentiality
where necessary and triggers a response when required.
This depends on finding time for key personnel to meet, on
pastoral care being at the centre of every decision and in the
centre of the collective consciousness. It also hinges on clear
communication pathways and the dissemination of information
to relevant people at the right moment. The TAC approach
must always involve parents or guardians and, in more
complex situations, enlist the support of outside agencies.
No-one said the business of guaranteeing that all our pupils are
always ‘safe, secure and happy’ in our schools would be easy, but
at CH, with our Team Around the Child philosophy, we believe it
can be done and we have made it our mission to try.
Jo Thomson is deputy head at Christ’s Hospital with
special responsibility for pastoral care.
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You can beat Kipling’s two
imposters if you improvise
Teaching strategies for success
Two South London girls’ schools, both members of the
Girls’ Day School Trust (GDST) have recently shown a
boldly innovative style in encouraging their pupils to achieve
success.
Wimbledon High School followed their headline-grabbing
Failure Week of February 2012 with a Blow Your Own
Trumpet Week in April this year. Not to be outdone,
neighbouring Putney High School has turned to improvised
comedy as a way of encouraging girls to stand up for
themselves in such situations as university interviews.
How do you feel when you fail something? How do you pick
yourself up from failure and try again? Can we learn lessons
from failure? Such questions were at the centre of Failure
Week at Wimbledon High School. Whilst the initiative may
sound unusual for a top performing girls’ independent school,
the idea was to demystify the word and encourage girls to put
‘failure’ into context and encourage them to face it head on
and learn from it – calling it what it is and not dressing it up.
Heather Hanbury, Headmistress of Wimbledon High, came to
teaching after a successful career in management consultancy
and is adamant that success and satisfaction in life can come
from daring to fail and daring to get it wrong.
“My message to girls is that it is better to lead a life replete
with disappointment than one where you constantly wonder
‘if only … if only I’d tried out for the first team, I might
have been selected; if only I’d applied for that job, I might
have been successful.’ I wanted to suggest to girls that it is
acceptable and completely normal not to succeed at times in
life” she says.
“This complemented what we do throughout the school,
which is to encourage our girls to be courageous and to take
calculated risks. We give our students plenty of support and
opportunities to try new things in and outside the classroom.
For high-achieving girls especially, where the fear of failure
can be crippling, this intellectual resilience and robustness is
vitally important.
“Successful people learn from failure, pick themselves up
and move on. Something going wrong may even have been
the best thing that could have happened to them in the long
run – in sparking creativity, for instance – even if it felt like a
disaster at the time.”
“Resilience is so important in working life nowadays,” says
Helen Fraser, chief executive of the GDST. “Things happen
that are not ‘fair’ – companies merge, economies crash,
strategies change – and a young employee can find his or her
career hits the wall, through no fault of their own.
“Making mistakes is not necessarily a bad thing. It is fine
to try and fail – and then pick yourself up and try again – or,
as Samuel Beckett said, ‘fail better’. Any successful woman
or man will be able to look back at bad times in their career
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Four characters in search of a comfort zone.
and remember how they regrouped, and moved on to better
things.”
Spurred on by the success of Failure Week, Wimbledon
decided to follow it up with a week-long drive to encourage
its students to celebrate their achievements. Blow Your
Own Trumpet Week aimed to challenge the all-too-common
perception amongst girls in particular that acknowledging and
talking about success is arrogant.
Heather Hanbury argues that “it’s not about being arrogant
or conceited; it’s about the girls recognising their own selfworth and being honest about what they are good at. We want
to build their confidence so that they’ll try new things even
when they know it might go wrong.
“A number of Heads contacted me after Failure Week and
said that their students also had trouble dealing with success –
or rather, the inability to accept success when it finally came.
“Without acknowledging where things have gone right,
some teenagers will continue to push themselves, never
recognising when they’ve done enough, never happy that
they’ve made progress. Indeed, they might never be happy,
full stop, and we need to address that before they leave our
care and move on into the wider world.”
Blow Your Own Trumpet Week included activities such
as gathering individual success stories from students in all
areas of their lives; reflection in every lesson about pupils’
individual achievements in that subject; publishing a ‘recipe
for success’ each day (an inspirational saying linked to an

Vision
actual recipe, contributed by teachers); making short videos
on the theme; and improvisation in drama classes focusing on
recognising success.
The third innovative approach designed to help girls to
make the best of themselves is Putney High School’s stand-up
comedy course. The school has trialed lessons in improvised
comedy as a novel way of preparing sixth formers for
university interviews and the world of work after education.
The aim is to build confidence and encourage girls to
think on their feet in this demanding and spontaneous arena.
By allowing them to take risks in a safe and supported
environment, the school hopes the students will develop
creativity and resilience.
The first comedy workshop was delivered on 25th June by
the Hoopla! comedy group to about 80 Year 12 pupils. The
aim is to help them develop techniques that will prepare girls
to face challenging situations that may put them out of their
comfort zone, such as university interviews. It will encourage
girls to come up with ideas from scratch, overcome fear of
making mistakes and learn how to deal with people.

HERE&THERE

Suzie Longstaff, head of sixth form at Putney High, says:
“Many people would understandably feel intimidated about
the idea of having to stand in front of a group of people and
make them laugh. In these comedy workshops, our girls will
challenge themselves and work to overcome their fears in a
supportive and fun atmosphere.
“It’s part of the rich education that we provide at Putney
where we strive to build intellectual confidence and achieve
personalised enrichment alongside excellent exam results.
Supporting students as they build skills that will help them
to succeed later on in life (such as resilience, confidence and
adaptability) is a vital part of the education.”
Hoopla!’s Steve Roe adds: “It’s about resilience – having
the confidence to come up with an interesting idea or thought.
The nature of creativity is that things don’t always work first
time. People need to realise it’s not them that’s the problem,
but just that that particular idea wasn’t quite right, and that the
winning idea will be right around the corner. Once you are able
to separate your self esteem from your ideas, you can be brave
enough to be creative and achieve something wonderful.”

If you have news of topical interest, however brief, for ‘Here and There’,
please email it to Tom Wheare at postmaster@dunbry.plus.com
Items should not exceed 150 words. Good colour photographs are also welcome.

Trevor Huddleston centenary
A service to celebrate the centenary of the birth of Archbishop Trevor
Huddleston was held in the chapel of Lancing College on 15th June,
2013, attended by representatives of communities and organisations
across the world with which Huddleston was associated.
The Huddleston Memorial Window in the chapel was commissioned
from Mel Howse and dedicated by Archbishop Desmond Tutu in
2007. The window conveys both apartheid’s divisions and a sense of
hope. The lower half suggests shantytown roofs and the repression of
the South African people. The figure of Trevor Huddleston is clearly
represented and this striking contemporary window successfully
portrays a gritty subject.
Trevor Huddleston spent much of his ministry in Africa as a
member of the Community of the Resurrection. As a young priest
in Sophiatown, a black residential area in Johannesburg, he became
an anti-apartheid activist and earned the nickname Makhalipile,
‘dauntless one’. In 1955, the ANC bestowed on him the rare
honour of Isitwalandwe. He was made Bishop of Masasi, Tanzania
(1960), Bishop of Stepney (1968), Bishop of Mauritius (1978), and
Archbishop of the Province of the Indian Ocean (1978). In 1998, he
was made a KCMG.
When Trevor Huddleston returned from Tanzania to become
Suffragan Bishop of Stepney, he was responsible for the boroughs of
Tower Hamlets, Hackney and Islington. Pakistanis from East Pakistan
(Bangladesh) were settling in the area and, although they were
eventually to become well established, Bangladeshis were suffering
considerable persecution at that time. Huddleston immediately became
involved in protest meetings, leading delegations to the House of
Commons on their behalf.
Lancing College now offers a scholarship in memory of Archbishop
Trevor Huddleston. The scholarship is a free two-year sixth form
place, awarded annually, for a pupil from South London who could not
otherwise benefit from a Lancing education.
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Debating matters
Charlotte Vere finds the spirit of true debate
at the heart of education
Debating is something I’ve always done, one way or another,
since my school days. There’s nothing quite like having
to think on your feet and articulate a quick, well-reasoned
answer for exercising your intellect and polishing your
presentation skills.
These days, I do my fair share of judging school debating,
thanks to a chance meeting with Claire Fox who founded
The Institute of Ideas and the Debating Matters competition
for sixth formers. It’s a privilege to see the depth of thought
and sheer hard work that young men and women from both
maintained and independent sector schools are prepared to
undertake and, I have to say, making decisions about their
arguments keeps us judges on our toes too.
When I joined the Girls’ Schools Association (GSA) at
the beginning of the year it was, then, a genuine delight to
discover the extent to which our member schools participate
in debating. It was also an opportunity to take stock and
consider just what it is about the process of debating that
makes it such a powerful tool for engagement and learning, in
and out of school.
There are undoubtedly all kinds of useful and CV-worthy
skills young people can acquire and develop through practising
the presentation of coherent arguments during organised
debates. At the end of last term the GSA president, Hilary
French, spent a Saturday at Sheffield High School where
several schools took part in a debating competition organised
by sixth form debaters at Sheffield High. Not only were
students debating: some were also flexing their management

Charlotte
Vere
muscle and learning how to stage an event with all the
co-ordination and communication skills that involves.
I was also struck by what Hilary told me about her own
school’s end-of-term house debating competition. While eight
Central Newcastle High girls battled it out over the motion
‘This House would abolish censorship’, the rest of the girls from
Years 7 to 12 sat quietly on the hall floor listening with interest
and coming to their own conclusion. Not an unusual scenario,
you might think, but one that illustrates what we often forget,
that listening to a debate can be every bit as challenging and
beneficial a learning experience as taking part in one.
In fact, what debate is worth its salt without its audience?
Hilary certainly agrees. She told me: “What I love about house
debating is the opportunity it gives younger pupils to listen to
and consider ideas that are completely new to them. I always
smile when I spot the ones who are itching to make a point.
They begin to appreciate that so many opinions are formed on
scant information and that it’s actually a big responsibility to
make a decision when you understand the impact it will have.”

HERE&THERE
Godolphin’s lacrosse
success continues
If leading the Godolphin first lacrosse team to their third national
title in four years wasn’t enough, Captain Iona Dryden has been
selected to represent Wales at the Senior World Cup in Canada
this summer. She is not only the youngest player in the Welsh
team but will be one of the youngest playing at the World Cup.
Godolphin first team coach Storm Trentham said, “She may
be young but she certainly has not been selected to make up the
numbers – that’s for sure. Iona has the experience of playing in
the U19 World Cup in 2011 and for the senior team over the last
two years. She is one of the best players the country has ever
produced and I have a feeling she will be hugely talked about
in Canada. Iona is a credit to the school and we are immensely
proud of her and wish her the best of luck.”
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There is, I believe, something about debating that takes us
far beyond skill honing, useful though that is. In an interview
with Oprah Winfrey, Nelson Mandela talked about his
abhorrence of ignorance. He said:
A good leader can engage in a debate frankly and
thoroughly, knowing that at the end he and the other
side must be closer, and thus emerge stronger. You don’t
have that idea when you are arrogant, superficial and
uninformed.
It’s an interesting thing to have said. Ignorance per se is not
something to be ashamed of, but a closed minded, resolute
ignorance when you have every opportunity to acquire
knowledge is something else altogether. True, open debate is
so much more than clever verbal dexterity and point scoring.
It is a questioning of ideas, an interrogation of preconceptions
and a willingness to fully engage with and understand the
issues under scrutiny. Ultimately, it is the freedom to speak
out and the freedom to change your mind.
These are lofty concepts to incorporate into a school
debating competition. But not impossible. Debating Matters –
known, after ten years in operation, as the toughest debating
competition in the country – places more emphasis on the
persuasiveness of a thoroughly researched and substantiated
argument than it does on slick performance style.
The organisers want the competition to be purely voluntary
and for teachers as well as students to find it fun, to
which end they have deliberately avoided building it around
the curriculum, citizenship or otherwise. Claire Fox, the
competition’s founder, says:
We were keen to develop a seriousness about the issues
and for young people to realise that, to be taken seriously,
they have to work. The teams need to do a lot of
preparation. Young people these days can be over-flattered
and patronised by adults and we wanted to show them that
real debate is not about saying clever things off the cuff.
We try to avoid topics of direct relevance to young people
as it tends to induce too much navel gazing. We have issues
they wouldn’t immediately think about, real world debate
topics, and we encourage lots of advance research.
They must learn something, not just spout unsubstantiated
opinion. It’s an antidote to the quick fix, quick decision
society and to the tendency to thinking a pat on the
back for self-esteem is enough. You know it’s working
when you come across groups of students having coffee
and arguing the toss about the topic rather than their
competition strategy.
It’s a format I can vouch for, having been one of the judges on
a number of occasions. What makes Debating Matters doubly
challenging for the participants is the interrogation they face
from the adult judges and also the audience. Withington
Girls’ School can testify to the rigour, having battled their
way to win the competition this year – their first year of entry
– debating in favour of IVF treatment for over 50-year-old
women. Withington Headmistress, GSA member Sue Marks,
introduces her students to debating at an early age, recognising
it as a great way for them to develop confidence in critiquing
others’ opinions as well as putting forward their own.
Her school qualified to represent the north west and north
Wales and was one of three girls’ schools to compete in the
12-school final. Members of the team also received three

honourable mentions for their individual performance. Their
teacher, Nadine West, said: “The judges and audience push
students hard and give feedback which pulls no punches in
its critical honesty. To do well requires total understanding of
the material as well as flair and confidence under pressure.”
In the same competition Alice Grierson, a pupil at The
Mount School in York, won the best speaker award, beating
over 70 others. Judges selected Alice for her consistency in
putting forward what they call ‘debate-changing questions’
from the floor. Alice’s teacher, Josephine Soden, talked about
how proud she was of the way the girls genuinely engaged with
the debates even when they weren’t themselves in the hot seat.
Alice herself says: “The debates were all good, interesting
topics, and what made the competition such fun is the way it
was organised. There was an inspiration lecture, and on the
first evening we all watched mock debates. We got on very
well with the girls from Withington Girls’ School.”
In fact, I understand that the girls from the two schools got
on so well that, when The Mount team realised they weren’t
going to win, they passed on their notes to Withington. Now
that’s co-operation! It’s also in the spirit of true debate, where
the cause you argue for takes precedence over the individual.
Having now attended many meetings of GSA Heads and
other colleagues in fellow organisations, I have learned that
it is also in the spirit of the education sector, where open
discussion is commonplace and information and teaching
strategies are shared for the benefit of pupils, wherever they
happen to go to school.
What is good about schools debating in this country is the
variety of opportunity. I have talked mostly about Debating
Matters because I am familiar with it, but I am well aware
of the other competitions that exist nationally, regionally and
indeed within individual schools.
I believe we must grasp these opportunities for our students. Not
every child has the luxury of a home life where the topics of the
day are openly discussed and alternative viewpoints considered.
It’s up to us to expose them to the concept of discourse, the impact
of ideas and the complexity of every decision.
At this point, I was going to quote actress Julie Walters:
“Debate is better than denial”, but I think a pupil is so much
more appropriate. Back in June I presented prizes to 13 yearold Mae Daws and Saffron Morter-Laing from Bromley High
School who won this year’s Bromley High Junior Debating
Competition. The topics, I gather, included ‘Beauty is more
useful than knowledge to a woman’; ‘There is nothing wrong
with eating horsemeat’; ‘Large, uneconomical cars should be
banned’; and ‘The entrance qualification to university should
be whether you can afford it.’
I wish I’d been there for the debates! Bromley High’s
Head, Louise Simpson, agrees that, in a world where we are
bombarded with opinion and comment from all sides, the
ability to sift information, analyse and think on our feet are
important skills to develop.
I think Saffron has the right idea though. Yes, she
understands that debating is useful, but, above all, she says:
“It’s also really enjoyable.” Quite.
Charlotte Vere is executive director of the Girls’ Schools
Association which represents the Heads of independent
girls’ schools. Associate and affiliate memberships are also
available. www.gsa.uk.com @GSAUK
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The 400 Hall Theatre,
Repton School
The recent overhaul of the 400 Hall Theatre at Repton
School has transformed the performing arts department
and reinvigorated the heart of the campus. The project has
won four construction industry awards for its Design and
Innovation and Technical Excellence, including the very
prestigious Royal Institute of British Architects East Midlands
Award and its Building of the Year 2013.
Repton School’s core ambition was to provide a flexible,
state-of-the-art auditorium with a minimum of 300 seats, plus
a new foyer of commensurate size, all for a building budget
of £2.25 million. The existing theatre was little more than an
assembly room and not the best facility in which to teach or
practice modern theatre. Furthermore, with a very small and
mostly hidden foyer, it was poorly equipped for engaging with
the rest of the school, still less the wider community.
With this in mind, Avery Associates Architects, the Londonbased firm, set out to make good these deficiencies. The
practice has a very high reputation in theatre design, being the
architects for the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art (RADA) in
London, arguably the UK’s most prestigious drama school.
Following their appointment, Avery Associates worked in close
collaboration with the school to finalise the brief and develop the
outline design. These early stages are often where an architect can
be most helpful in terms of adding value and focusing the project
to ensure it delivers what is actually required.
This project was no exception. The initial brief had called
for a two-storey, glazed foyer to be attached to the front of the
hall. The architects challenged this and proposed instead that
the existing classical façade should be retained and a single
storey foyer built alongside.
This very simple strategic solution greatly reduced the
project costs along with the construction complexity and its
associated risks. Furthermore, it freed the foyer to become
something far more spectacular and, by preserving the
original façade, gained the support of the local planners and
conservation officer, a huge bonus in terms of time and cost.
Guided by the integrity of the architectural vision, Repton
School has secured a modern and professional performance
space and a high value addition to its campus.
The new auditorium has been shoehorned into the shell of
the existing hall, providing an impressive and much-needed
increase in capacity to 315 seats. The balcony and horseshoe
layout are based on the ancient geometry of two intersecting
circles, one for the actor and one for the audience. These
formal geometric properties bring both elegance and gravitas
to the space.
While the major changes to the hall are almost entirely
internal, the new foyer is the necessary outward expression of
the project. It has been set at an angle, in part to counterpoint
the axial symmetry of the hall, but also to respond to the
picturesque irregularity of the context and the diagonal lines
of sight linking the chapel with the arch entrance and the old
school beyond.
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These angles have been translated within the foyer into a
rhythm of equilateral triangles which relate directly in scale
to the proportions of the human body. This rhythm defines a
unifying geometry that gives the structure an elegant serenity.
Within this harmony a white glass prism has been placed,
the centrepiece of the new foyer. Above the prism, a large
rooflight has been fitted with adjustable mirrors so that sunlight
is reflected down to backlight the glass. The prism thus appears
to glow ethereally in an ever-changing pattern of shadows,
bringing nature in all its capriciousness into a dialogue with
the geometrical rationality of the building. This acts both as
a backdrop for foyer performances and, when illuminated
internally at night, as a welcoming beacon for visitors.
The auditorium has been provided with adjustable stalls and
proscenium flaps to provide a rich variety of theatre formats.
These cover almost every configuration that the students are
likely to encounter in their careers, from proscenium to end
stage, thrust, courtyard and in the round.
It also means that other departments can use the space
for examinations, workshops, fashion shows, dances, parent
introductions, staff meetings, film screenings etc. Furthermore,
the position of the new foyer and the re-configuration of the
building’s circulation system allow both the new theatre
and the existing studio theatre to be used simultaneously or
independently, a valuable feature when every space in the
school is very intensively used.
With the anticipation that the theatre will receive heavy usage,
materials and fittings have been selected to provide durability
and ease of maintenance. In the auditorium, for example, a very
tough woollen seat fabric and carpet were specified and the
stalls floor was finished with a special hardwood known for its
ability to absorb and conceal nail holes.
The architects helped the school reduce costs with pragmatic
design solutions and efficient project management. Waste
was largely avoided through clear objectives, effective timemanagement and careful specification of materials.
In use, costs are reduced by the organisation of rooms to allow
those not required during smaller events to remain unlit and
unheated. A fan-assisted natural ventilation system was devised
for the auditorium in order to manage the great variations in
temperature and ventilation requirements. This meets the criteria
without the use of air conditioning and therefore keeps running
costs low, gives a minimum carbon footprint and makes almost
no impact on the external structure of the building.
Within the foyer, the over-sailing canopy shelters the terrace
to reduce glare and solar heat gain and, during warm weather,
large frameless glass doors increase the natural ventilation
and allow the audience to spill out onto the terrace.
With such practical and innovative solutions, high-quality
design and the efficient execution of a project, the added value
generated through the use of a good architect can far outweigh
the price of the professional fees. At Repton, discussions took
place most frequently between the architect and school’s
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Repton 400 Hall Theatre
before (below) and after.

Below: Repton 400 Hall Theatre exterior.

bursar, Carl Bilson, who is one of the building’s
strongest supporters:
It is fantastic that the RIBA has recognised the
Headmaster’s and governors’ vision and the quality
of Bryan Avery’s design. This was an important
project for us, re-invigorating our theatre in the
heart of the School, retaining the historic façade,
but incorporating state-of-the-art facilities into
the auditorium and performance area. As well as
providing a versatile space for drama, music and
special events, it provides an outstanding teaching
facility for budding theatre technicians.
Despite the current economic climate the School
goes from strength to strength and the new 400
Hall is an expression of confidence as well as an
investment which will benefit future generations of
pupils.
Bryan Avery is design director of Avery Associates
Architects, London. He has received worldwide awards
for his contributions to architecture and has lectured at
numerous institutions.
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Outdoor education:
managing risks
John Allen offers advice on navigating recent changes in outdoor activity regulation

John Allen at the top.
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The regulatory scene around outdoor activities for young people
has undergone some upheaval in the last couple of years. In
early 2012 the government was still forging ahead with plans
to abolish licensing for adventure activities and replace that
inspection regime with a voluntary code of practice. The task of
producing the new code fell to the Health and Safety Executive
and, to pave the way for its publication, the government had
already withdrawn its old guidance document Health and Safety
of Pupils on Educational Visits (HASPEV).
At this point, things began to unravel. It would appear
that central government officials in Westminster had
underestimated the appetite for dissent in the devolved
administrations to the north and west. The Scottish and Welsh
assemblies both decided to retain activities licensing, leaving
England in an awkward position.
Take for example a border school like Hereford Cathedral
School, planning an outdoor activities residential course for
their Year 10 pupils in a post-abolition world. They have a
choice of two centres to use, one in the Forest of Dean, the
other in the Brecon Beacons. The Welsh centre is licensed
and inspected by the Adventure Activities Licensing Service
(AALS); the English centre would operate to a voluntary code
of practice. In terms of consumer confidence, the provider in
England would be at a considerable disadvantage.
So licensing in England has been retained. Devolved
government has led, accidentally, to legislative uniformity.
This affects few schools, which are exempt from licensing,
but does inform our choices when selecting external providers.
The old guidance for schools, however, still needed a
replacement and this duly appeared on the education.gov.
uk website (see links at the end of this
‘Where next?’
article). The new advice opens with the
words: ‘The government is determined
to reduce burdens on schools’. It goes on
to lay out a new emphasis with regard to
risk assessment, balancing the benefits of
activity and trips against the (very) rare
occurrence of accident or injury.
The advice which has had most practical
effect on our schools is that concerning
parental consent. The document endorses
the idea of one-off parental consent when a
pupil joins the school, which would cover
all normal school visits, especially if they
take place during regular school hours.
An afternoon library trip, or all the Year
Elevens going to a neighbouring school
for a science lecture, is thereby made
much easier to organise and, therefore,
much more likely to happen.
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Never too young.
For more involved trips, such as overnight or overseas
residential trips, or for trips involving more hazardous
activities, the advice is to contact parents in advance, either to
gain more specific informed consent, or to allow them to opt
their child out if they want to.
These changes have presented schools with a golden
opportunity to divorce medical information from the consent
process, an opportunity which we have seized here in Sheffield
and which many other independent schools are embracing.
How many times have you patiently heard out a broken parent,
complaining through gritted teeth about the number of consent
forms they have had to fill out in just one academic year?
There was the geography field trip to Snowdonia, closely
followed by a D of E camp; six weeks later the French
homestay; and finally the under 15’s rugby mini tour to
Edinburgh. In all this time the family doctor’s details hadn’t
changed, nor had William’s dietary requirements or his
prescription blue inhaler.
So now all medical information is held by the school
matrons. It is updated once each term via the school email
system. Any school trip requiring additional consent uses an
eform to outline the consent issues, but makes no reference to
medical information other than a brief reminder to parents to
inform the office of any changes. On the day of departure, the
school first aid kit arrives with the trip organiser, containing
a detailed list of the medical and dietary requirements within
the party.
For those who want to find out more, a one-stop source
of best practice, aimed at the state sector but adaptable for
all, has been produced by the Outdoor Education Advisers
Panel (OEAP). Their National Guidance allows you to access
information specific to your role, whether as a visit leader,
parent, employer, Head or governor.
It contains lots of useful advice, so long as you remain
aware that the requirements on the independent sector are

sometimes different from those for maintained schools and
tailor your approach accordingly. The new government advice
has also fuelled interest in risk-benefit analysis (as opposed
to risk assessment) as a framework for managing the hazards
associated with school trips, but that is another article!
Have the recent changes reduced the administrative burden
on those organising school trips in our schools? Probably, a
little bit. The climate of fear that had built up around school
trips, driven by blame culture and worries about litigation, has
eased somewhat.
The driver behind all of this is undoubtedly the harrowing
statistical pattern about the rise of childhood obesity in the
UK. We simply must embrace the risks associated with
making our kids more active, because the risks attached to
sheltering them from all possible harm are far worse.
Links
IndependentOutdoor website:
www.independentoutdoor.org.uk/
Department for Education advice to schools:
www.education.gov.uk/aboutdfe/advice/f00191759/
departmental-advice-on-health-and-safety-for-schools
Outdoor Education Advisers Panel national guidance:
oeapng.info/
John Allen is head of outdoor pursuits at Birkdale School
in Sheffield. He leads the team at IndependentOutdoor
(IO), an organisation promoting best practice in adventure
activities through training and advice and has worked with
schools in GSA, HMC, IAPS and the Society of Heads.
IO, formerly known as ISAAA, was set up in the 1980s by
Roger Smith, formerly of Malvern College. The current
team has five members, all involved in leading outdoor
activities in schools. More information can be found at www.
independentoutdoor.org.uk/about_us
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Outdoor education: facing risks
Using hairdryers the Ferguson way
To begin: an exception to illustrate the rule. I was once asked
by a student if it would be possible to recharge her hair
straighteners whilst on an expedition to Borneo.
This is a stereotype that does not accurately portray the
large number of girls who, every year, successfully complete
some form of outdoor education. Whilst it is well documented
that fewer girls than boys engage with outdoor activities, the
reasons are more deep-seated than mere concern for their
image. Put a girl into a leadership role and she will take it and
make a success of it, but offer a girl the choice of leadership
and she will sometimes refuse it, preferring to be an effective
supporter rather than leader.
Fundamental to this decision is the fear girls seem to have
of taking risks. Having taught high-achieving girls in both
co-educational and single-sex schools, I have encountered a
common need always to produce faultless work. Something
I have seen my female students do again and again is to
completely rewrite a piece of work rather than leave an error
or correction evident, even if the work is entirely for their
own reading.
Bushcraft with Ray Mears.
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It is not clear what drives this need for perfection, whether
nature or conditioning from peers (and parents?), but it is
clear that high-achieving girls, in particular, avoid situations
where they are at risk of making errors or being faced with
uncertainty. It is exacerbated when faced with scrutiny by
their peers, the exact situation in which outdoor education
seeks to put young people.
Experimentation has indicated that women are less willing
to take risks or to risk a competitive situation. It is unclear
whether this disinclination is as a result of nurture, nature or
a combination of the two. For women to achieve in commerce
they need to be taught how to manage risk and be put in
situations where they fail and learn from it. It has been noted
that girls in single-sex schools are more likely to take a risk
than those in a co-ed school.
The role of single-sex girl’s schools has always been
to develop confidence and to challenge the stereotypical
responses that girls can have. Developing a risk-taking
mentality through academic and extra-curricular pursuits is
still a key element of such an education. Outdoor education
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plays an important role in achieving this aim, but getting
girls to participate beyond a basic level and getting girls to
recognise the wider benefits that this will bring is a challenge
facing all schools,
On an expedition to the Amazon basin last year, my group
of 20 girls worked with a group of boys from another school.
Whilst they were happy to collaborate in all aspects of the
work they undertook, they did cede group leadership to
(confident) boys more often than not.
However, at the end of the expedition, when faced with
creating a presentation to demonstrate what the group had
learned, it was the girls who came to the fore, creating original
ideas for delivery and ensuring the work was done on time. It
was very interesting to observe the dynamics of each mixed
gender group as they all followed the same pattern: the girls
dominating the planning and production of the presentation,
whilst the boys played a prominent part in its delivery.
When asked why they had chosen this allocation of duties,
the groups all said that it was the best way to complete the
given task to a high standard and to ensure that they produced
something which would be well received by their peers.
It is unclear whether they had a fear of mockery or just a
compulsion to ensure that they pleased friends, but the need
to have everything planned and exact was evident.
Fundamental to encouraging girls to take risks, particularly
in an outdoor context, is to educate them in the processes of
an expedition – planning, training, completing and reviewing
– so that they can see how risks can be managed. Outdoor
education offers excellent opportunities for developing this
and the Duke of Edinburgh’s Award scheme, in particular,
gives students the opportunity to identify skills needed.
At Sheffield High School, almost all of Year 10 will
undertake the Bronze DofE Award (often out of a desire
to enhance future UCAS applications) and we use it as an
opportunity to try and change perceptions of ‘risky’ activities
as well as developing the skills of leadership that are
fundamental to the aims of the scheme.
Simon Mozley teaches maths at Sheffield High School
(GDST) and has also been the school’s director
of finance and operations.

Simon Mozley
and friend.

Transect Peru.
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Survey monkeys?
John Weiner recommends that schools should
sweep their horizons regularly
John Weiner
Isn’t technology wonderful? We can now find out in the blink
of an eye (or the click of a link) exactly what pupils, parents
and staff think, feel and want. Online questionnaire websites
like Kwik Surveys and Survey Monkey have democratised
the decision-making process and we are surely now on the
brink of a golden age of integrated decision-making, where all
stakeholders can have their say.
Imagine the benefits: Big Brother style evictions voted
on by pupils observing the sample lessons in an interview
process, perhaps? Or maybe that new sports hall competing
against the music school refurbishment in an Apprentice
style shootout, with parents deciding which project gets the
funding? Too much?
Consultation is a hot topic in independent schools at the
moment. Understanding the wants and needs of customers
is something that has been commonplace in business for
years, but many schools are now cottoning on to the fact that
proper engagement of stakeholders is a vital part of strategic
planning.
But it is still a topic that elicits mixed responses from
teachers and school leaders. “We’re the professionals!” I hear
you cry. “You don’t question a lawyer’s judgement on the
proper presentation of a contract, so why do parents, pupils
and many other groups think that they should have a say in
how we run our schools?”
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This Jekyll and Hyde conflict within schools has led to
some dangerous approaches to online consultation. The
first question to ask ourselves is are we really consulting or
are we perhaps seeking retrospective backup for decisions
already made? I once heard a Headmaster say that we had
to do a survey to “show we had listened” before announcing
a decision that had already been made! Clearly, effective
consultation is much more than a PR exercise, but I’m sure
the above example is not an isolated incident.
Now, of course there is a marketing benefit in being
seen to be taking views on board, but surely a more
logical way to approach this is to actually take the views
on board. It does seem odd to make a decision with less
information, and then reverse engineer the justification via
a manipulated consultation process – or perhaps I’m just not
Machiavellian enough.
But what about all those schools out there that genuinely
want to seek the views of their stakeholders – surely they can
avoid the pitfalls? Well, maybe. Cast your mind back to the
last time you were in a restaurant and received good service.
Now remember a time when the soup was spilled, the cutlery
was dirty and you waited all night for the coffee. Which of
them made more of an impression?
I thought so, and the same happens with surveys, I’m afraid.
The parent (let’s call him Bob) with an axe to grind about
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‘All stakeholders
can have their say.’

little Sally’s maths teaching sees the opportunity and his
eyes light up – REVENGE! This can be exacerbated by the
‘playground manoeuvre’, where Bob also happens to be on
the parents’ committee, has had two older children through the
school already and is prepared to share his wisdom with other
parents – regularly!
“So, have you done this survey then? Well, I don’t want
to make a fuss, but the school should be aware of X. Of
course you must put what you want, but the more of us that
mention it, the more likely that the school will have to do
something about it.” They may even have a valid point, but
the survey gets skewed by these kinds of responses being
over-represented, compared to the average Joes who may
not even bother filling the survey in. So don’t be surprised if
you unearth huge problems you never knew existed because
it might just be that you have unearthed huge problems that
never have existed!
Despite the problems, however, online surveys are
undoubtedly a wonderful opportunity for independent schools
if used in the right way. A decision can never be justified by
a survey alone, but the results are likely to be an extremely
useful input into any decision-making process, particularly
when properly analysed alongside a school’s acquired
knowledge of its market and other information.
Those schools with the confidence to ask the right questions,
and which are prepared to think long and hard about the
answers, will find that there are valuable contributions to
be had from the many disparate interested parties. Although
survey results are not pure science and must be taken with
a pinch (or three) of salt, more wide-ranging quantitative

and qualitative information can only mean better decisions
in the long run. Embedding this into a genuinely open and
consultative culture will also encourage proactive feedback
from within and outside the school on a continuous basis.
So how do we encourage such a culture in our schools?
Parent focus groups, student panels and common room
meetings all have their place, but it may be possible to achieve
some quick wins much more simply than that. The key?
Talking to people face to face.
Make sure that the senior leadership are accessible to
parents, pupils and staff on an informal basis – get out there
at pick-up time and have an open door policy to encourage
colleagues to drop in. Building relationships with staff,
parents, governors and pupils that are genuinely two-way will
give school leaders the perspective to identify the real issues
from the flashes in the pan.
It will help to identify potential problems before they
become a crisis and allow for more proactive rather than
reactive leadership. Of course this can be backed up with
some survey data every now and then which may well even
highlight a few things you haven’t thought of. But it must be
part of the wider consultative culture, not a poor substitute for
one. Remember, people want to talk to the organ grinder, not
the survey monkey.
John Weiner is currently head of economics and business
studies at Caterham School. He has taught in independent
schools for 11 years in a variety of leadership, academic and
pastoral roles, and previously worked in the city.
He also authors The SMT Spy, a blog on leadership in
schools (smtpy.blogspot.co.uk).
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Google Glass
The new face of educational technology? Reuban Strain takes a technologically-enhanced
look into the future
Many of us now taking the digital plunge are investing
in hand-held devices to enhance learning, with the iPad
emerging as the ‘go to’ device for most schools and colleges.
This is hardly surprising given that the Apple marketing focus
on education makes it an appealing product, and one that has
already been shown to enhance student engagement.
Add to that the lure of an Apple Distinguished Educator to
guide you through the transition, and what more could you
want? Some might think that this is Apple’s way of ensuring
that their device is not only the first device your child uses,
but also the one they continue to use throughout their lives.
But surely only cynics would believe that.
Not for the first time has technology promised to
revolutionise teaching and learning. The early 1990s saw the
emergence of the interactive whiteboard – in many ways a
large tablet bolted to a wall – but the range of applications
currently available for tablets is a little more extensive than
for whiteboards.
Am I alone in believing that we have failed to harness the
true pedagogical power of this device? Unlikely. Moreover,
we must not merely accept the idea that using tablets will have
a universally positive impact on student learning. As teachers,
we must encourage their proper use if we are to enable
students to enhance their learning by carrying out previously
inconceivable tasks.
Regardless of the iPad’s present popularity, a number of
online articles suggest that the once unassailable iOS devices
have peaked and are now losing their widespread appeal.
In today’s market, swathes of Android devices have clearly
overtaken Apple in terms of Smartphone sales, and yet it is
always possible that Apple will reveal something incredible
in the future.
It appears that the equivalent Windows and Android
operating systems will continue to gain ground within the
education sector and, with the introduction of Google Play for
Education (Google’s iTunes/App Store equivalent) bearing
a comparatively low price tag, schools will find them
increasingly appealing as they consider 1:1 tablet programmes.
Naturally, Android’s range of devices and price levels make it
even harder to resist.
Google’s Glass is the latest device in their seemingly
endless bid to take an increasing share of the educational
marketplace. For the uninitiated, Google Glass consists of
a pair of spectacles with a mini projector on one side which
projects onto the user’s retina, giving a ‘heads up’ display
very similar to those in The Terminator films. It connects to a
phone (or equivalent) in the user’s pocket, allowing virtually
constant internet access. Voice-activated, it enables the user to
take photos and videos and search the internet without lifting
a finger. That its introduction will create a lot of interest in
educational circles is a given, although possibly not all the
interest will be positive.
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Reuban Strain
Having long been an advocate for technology in the
classroom, I have recently been working on a ‘bring-yourown-device’ programme that aims to ensure the productive
use of mobile devices in schools. Some of my students have
previously felt that Snap Chat was a good addition to the
classroom but they now understand the error of their ways!
It has become increasingly apparent that taking a class to
an IT suite is unnecessary, when instead I can ask them to
use their Smartphones, tablets or laptops to log on to the
departmental website and begin working immediately. They
can work collaboratively using Google Docs or SkyDrive,
and their progress can be monitored using apps like Socrative.
However, bringing Google Glass into the classroom is a little
different, although I can foresee numerous applications that
would enhance student learning.
As a biology teacher, I could have them refer to video
demonstrations whilst they carry out practicals to ensure
they are getting things right. Watching different videos
individually when working will allow the weaker students to
review material and the stronger to watch lecturers from, say,
Cambridge or Yale via YouTube.
The emergence of Augmented Reality could have them
experience unbelievably rich content, whilst field trips could
see them record what they see to create a collaborative
multimedia portfolio which could be accessed on their return
to school. All of which sounds great, but being able to manage

The web
such a device seems a little more difficult than asking students
to close their laptops or put their Smartphone on the desk. The
BBC has also reported that US politicians have now begun to
question Google on personal privacy issues.
How would we feel if students were recording what we
were doing in the classroom? Perhaps not great. What if they
decided to broadcast your lessons to the world? This might
be flattering, initially, but I fear this feeling will be short
lived. What if SMT or parents saw what students see in your
classroom?
Most schools have classroom management software that
enables teachers to view what every computer in the room has
on their screen. Perhaps SMT would be able to look at their
computer screens and have a window into every classroom
in the school, either from the student’s perspective or from
the teacher’s. We may be encouraged to wear Google Glass
so that student behaviour, progress and work rate could be
assessed. Big Brother and, possibly, the rest of the world,
could be watching you teach!

The cost and availability of the device is currently
prohibitive, although GoogleEdExplorers is already allowing
teachers who use it to share their findings. It will be interesting
to see how long it takes for our schools to see Google Glass
in the classroom. Something tells me that independent schools
may be some of the earliest, but also that this may be the first
device that will really cause some major headaches in its
management.
By the time it reaches us, 4G will be more widespread
and so the need to connect to a wireless network will be
circumvented, together with the control that allows. How
schools use such a device and how they go about creating
usage policies will be fascinating to watch. However, it could
be that by the time such issues arise, the classroom as we
know it will be obsolete. We may instead be meeting in a
virtual classroom, or perhaps learning will be via universityaccredited Massive Open Online Courses. Will our lives at the
chalk face be but a distant memory?
Reuban Strain is head of biology at Ellesmere College.
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1882 FA Cup Final
programme
Last May the earliest known surviving FA
Cup Final programme went up for auction at
Sotheby’s, selling for a record £35,250. Old
Etonians, cup winners in 1879 when they beat
Clapham Rovers, faced Blackburn Rovers at the
Kennington Oval on 25th March 1882,
winning 1-0.
Although the final was played under
Association rules, the Old Etonians were
still playing in the style of the school’s
traditional Field Game – a dribble and rush
game that looked on passing as abdication of
responsibility.
Perhaps not surprisingly, although they were
in the final again in 1883, they lost to Blackburn
Olympic, a new side formed the year before.
It would prove to be the last time that the Old
Etonians won the FA Cup and also the last time
that an amateur side would defeat professionals
in the final.
The programme, which is annotated with the
score and comments on the players by its owner,
originally belonged to lawyer Sir Thomas Berry
Cusack-Smith, who was 23 when he attended
the final to cheer on his fellow Old Etonians.
Some of his papers and scrapbooks were recently bought as a job lot at an auction. The 1882 programme was tucked
inside one of the scrapbooks, its value apparently unknown to whoever sold Sir Thomas’s papers.
The programme will form part of Eton’s Collections and will be housed in the Museum of Eton Life, which is open
to the public and wider community as well as the boys. The museum already has the goal scorer’s winner’s medal
from the match.
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Keep taking the tablets
Chris Roseblade considers the impact of video technology on teaching
Mr Quelch at the Googleplex
Once upon a time, prep constituted essential preparation for
the next day’s lesson: woe betide the pupil who couldn’t
construe or got his cruxes in a twist! In reality, for 40 years
now, prep would have been better renamed ‘post’, having
consisted largely of consolidation and extension of what has
been taught in the lesson.
In these post-modern times, a new orthodoxy came to
dominate the profession. Whereas in the bad old days of
chalk and talk lessons had been boring, mechanical lectures
and learning had consisted in the mere memorisation and
regurgitation of unproblematic knowledge, henceforth pupils
would take responsibility for their own learning. They
would become active, engaged, focused and stretched. They
would generate discussion through punctual and precisely
differentiated group work and presentations.
Few resisted this siren call, because its critique of passive
boredom so palpably chimed with much of their own experience
as pupils. Sometimes with the zeal of Pangloss, sometimes
with the smugness of Podsnap, we were assured that the new
pedagogy was a different beast from its predecessors and
dutifully learned to distinguish our vocabulary meta-cognitive
skills from our socially constructivist epistemologies.
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However, the shift to ‘active learning’ in turn gave rise to
its own set of problems. To be truly effective, such problemsolving paths of discovery required thoughtful and painstaking
preparation. Often there simply wasn’t the time to lavish such
TLC on a single lesson, never mind a course.
So the problems focused upon became those where an answer
could be arrived at in no more than 15 minutes. Discovering
that answer required a mere skeleton of knowledge; tasks
became bite-sized; and, before we knew it, pupils began to
arrive at lessons knowing less and less.
Strangely, in a world where we were taught to judge the
validity of educational practice in terms of outcomes, the
single thing not validated by positive outcomes was the new
pedagogy. On the contrary, a succession of governments were
pilloried for presiding over declining standards in British
education as it became clear that curriculum content had
diminished and exams had been dumbed down.
Paradoxically, it is the current brave new world of
Smartphone, pads, VLEs, Web 2.0, and MOOCs that offers
the possibility of squaring this particular vicious circle. As
‘bringing your own device’ becomes the norm and the internet
offers resources once the province of the varsity-bound
scholar prepared to make the pilgrimage to the library, so two
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Top creative artists visit King’s Ely
Headware designer Lauren Martin gave King’s Ely A level textiles students an insight
into life in the fashion industry while holding workshops for aspiring young designers.
Alison Rhodes, director of art, invited Lauren to the school after her enthusiastic remarks
about designs on display at the art department’s fashion exhibition at Kensington Olympia
in London.
“The fashion and textiles work that I saw at Kensington Olympia was of such a high
standard that I was intrigued to see where it all came from and the staff and students
behind it. The students’ willingness to experiment with new materials was inspiring to
watch and it was evident that the creative processes demonstrated to me were the result
of teaching in an environment that encourages individuality. All of them had a fantastic
attitude, which should set them in good stead for their next adventures in education,”
Lauren commented.
Aubrey Powell, designer of iconic album covers and images for legendary bands such
as Pink Floyd, Led Zeppelin and The Who, returned to King’s Ely to talk about his work
in the music and film industry.
More than 50 members of the public, including rock fans, parents and the Mayor of Ely,
joined a theatre of senior students for the event, helping to raise over £200 for Teenage Cancer
Trust and East Anglian Children’s Hospices (EACH). The event was co-organised by sixth
form student Will Oliver, work that will help him to achieve the Gold Arts Award certificate.
‘Po’ also announced the winners of the school’s album cover design competition and
he was so impressed with students’ work that he decided on three: Jessica Sharp, Molly
Edwards and Matt Ley, who all received a signed copy of Po’s book, For the Love of Vinyl.
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of the most traditional aspects of education may be reborn:
prep and the academic lecture (although, naturally, they will
need to be re-branded for the 21st century mind as ‘flipped
classrooms’ and ‘MOOCs’).

“It’s TV, Spock, but not as we know it”
The ‘flipped classroom’ simply means distributing a series
of videos and textual resources in advance of the lesson,
as has always happened at university, where one attended
lectures and read articles before attending the tutorial.
The online ‘talking head’ lectures posted by ivy league
professors as MOOCs offer today’s dominies a pathway to
the communication of knowledge and content via lecturing
without pupils being bored or losing concentration. Simply
put, video can be paused, rewound, studied again or returned
to later when the pupil is fresh.
Can we prevent this degenerating into ‘telly’ – the old
passivity 21st century style? Today’s video technology
offers a level of interactivity capable of engaging pupils
whilst also raising the bar. Before an English lesson, pupils
can watch contrasting performances of scenes from Hamlet
which a teacher can ‘bookmark’ with virtual ‘Post-it notes’
at key cruxes and invite ‘Post-it’ replies from the students,
contrasting, say, the interpretations of Olivier and Branagh.
A recording can be distributed of a science teacher conducting
a chemistry experiment that health and safety legislation
has long since made a sackable offence in the classroom.
Expert commentary can be over-dubbed to enhance students’
knowledge of a particular topic. Language students can work
on a clip in the target language to produce, for example, a
glossary for a newscast encountering the realities of native

speaker usage, rather than experiencing the language largely
through the mediating voice of the teacher.
All this reintroduces prep. It allows the teacher to circumvent
time constraints whilst communicating complex content and
beginning subsequent classroom interaction from a more
advanced starting point. The academic lecture re-enters the
citadel through the Trojan horse of new technology, although
we’d better call it a Ted Talk.

The dipping of toes and the leap of faith
However, writing inspirational lectures takes blood, sweat
and tears and if one adds the requirement to record them, then
clearly it is essential to identify software that is extremely
simple to use. Technology such as that offered by SANSSpace
is helpful. A teacher can add their own audio, written notes or
video bookmarks to any original video file, so that the content
is bespoke.
Students can initiate, singly or in groups, or respond to
videos, recording their own comments in either text, audio or
video format at the location of their choice using their laptop,
Smartphone or tablet. The interactivity enforces concentration
and engagement and transforms reading the screen into a
problem-solving activity.
Prep becomes more interesting and engaging as it starts from
the world of digital media that they bring to school with them,
yet, happily enough, it enables the teacher to take the intellectual
level up by more than just a few notches. Instead of relying
on pupils to download and view video recordings without any
framework of reference, we can now direct, inspire and engage.

Futurologies
An exponentially increasing deployment of video may have
other implications. If two-track learning becomes the norm
– a brief lecture, followed by online peer collaboration on a
preparatory task and all this before they enter the classroom
– then teaching styles will need to change. Elements of the
lesson, such as demonstrations and recapitulations, taken for
granted at the moment may effectively become redundant.
The print textbook – central to all education since the early
1900s – may in the fullness of time be replaced by interactive
text-and-video-driven courses. And following a videodriven course may actually give the classroom teacher less
improvisational freedom than was accorded by the textbook.
School leaders will need to look at staffing models and the
non-contact time required to create quality video resources.
We remember teachers and we remember moments, the
magic moments every teacher strives to bring into the
world. Paradoxically, judicious and thoughtful use of video
technology could become an important ingredient in inspiring
a new generation of students by celebrating one of our most
ancient learning experiences – the inspirational lecture.
It has been the Cinderella of the profession for some 20
years now, but is there one reader of this article who did
not find their lives at some point altered irreversibly by the
brilliance of a lone human voice revealing the possibilities of
seeing the world in a different way?
Chris Roseblade is deputy head teacher (communications)
at Merchant Taylors’ School, which has invested in
SANSSpace interactive video applications that allow students
to interact with video resources on their PC, tablet or
Smartphone. www.connectededucation.com
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Compare and contrast
either … or …
Matthew Jenkinson looks at the future of school history
For what is usually considered a sedate profession, history
teaching keeps finding itself in rather exciting situations. It
pops up in the national papers pretty much weekly; the Today
programme keeps addressing it directly or indirectly; the
letters pages are full of current or former history teachers and
students adding their tuppence-worth; and academic giants
like Professor David Cannadine are weighing in to declare
what history should be taught in schools – and how.
We are, at the moment, at the centre of a perfect storm.
Michael Gove is proposing root and branch reform of the
history curriculum, while the general ‘skills versus content’
debate is hugely relevant to history teaching. No longer can
we rely on tried-and-tested techniques and teaching resources.
We are having to pat the dust off our tweed jackets, to throw
away our ever-fading photocopied handouts, and to sit up and
engage with some fundamental questions about history. What
should we be teaching and how should we teach it?
The fundamental problem with the current state of
debate about history teaching is the lazy insistence on false
dichotomies. Perhaps we have been conditioned by the
multiple-option exam papers we all set and mark. We are
encouraged to think either one thing or another. We either
teach one way or another. We either focus on one type of
history or another.
Many of these dichotomies are encouraged by political
prejudice. There is more than a whiff of party politics in the
knee-jerk reactions of some people to Gove’s reforms.

There is also a rather unpleasant sense that they are engaging
in caricature politics: Gove looks and sounds like an oldfashioned ‘nerd’, therefore whatever he thinks or says must be
old-fashioned and nerdy. The cooler, more cosmopolitan kids
in the playground turn round, sneer and denounce whatever he
says as the unthinking reactionary lispings of a cartoon Tory
boy. All of which, of course, gets us nowhere.

Facts versus skills
The fundamental question at the heart of educational debate
at the moment centres on whether we should teach facts
or whether we should teach skills. The arguments are too
familiar to rehearse, aside from the crude summary that either
our pupils need to know things or they need to be able to
do things. The dichotomy is inappropriate and tedious. Our
pupils need to know things, whether they be useful (how our
bodies work) or have no immediate application (who painted
the Mona Lisa). The former keeps our health system going,
the latter gives us quality of life.
I cannot countenance a society in which people only want to
know things that are immediately beneficial, either in keeping
us alive or keeping the economy going. Equally, I cannot
imagine a society in which over-refined aesthetes bang on
about post-post-modern irony in expressionist painting. In
fact, very few people can imagine this all or nothing approach,
so why are we constantly asked to posit one against the other?
The other fundamental issue is that we acquire skills by
processing factual material. Thinking skills are not honed
unless there is something to think about. That something
might be the causes of the French Revolution, it might be the
causes of the Wall Street Crash – it does not hugely matter.
What does matter is that our pupils have had access to
unfamiliar and demanding raw material through which they
can think and develop their critical skills. They identify bias
– I use the term without hesitation – by reading people being
biased about something. That way they rack up knowledge of
what happened, while honing their critical faculties.
More importantly, we need to develop a philosophy in our
educational system that sees formal schooling as the first
stage in the development of our pupils’ historical knowledge.
We need to get them hooked, teach them how to find things
out for themselves, teach them to want to find things out
for themselves, then we will develop a population with a
healthy historical knowledge and the ability to think through
problems.

British versus world history

Matthew
Jenkinson
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What should we teach them, though? The history of the world
is quite a large topic and two or three periods a week won’t
be enough to cover everything in detail. This is, of course,
where Gove has got himself into plenty of hot water but,
once again, we are being offered false dichotomies. Either we

History
study British history or we study something
broader. Either we study traditional political
history or we study something trendier like
social or cultural history. Either we study
the history of white men in Parliament or we
study more diverse historical characters.
There are various problems with these
dichotomies. First, even if we do end up
studying traditional history, this cannot
be done without reference to Britain’s
place in the world. You cannot study the
English Reformation without reference to
its European context. You cannot study the
Glorious Revolution without reference to
the Dutch Republic. You cannot study the
British Empire without reference to, well,
the empire.
Secondly, very few historical practitioners
these days would subscribe to traditional
disciplinary boundaries. Political history is
combined with social, cultural and economic
history in any textbook worth its salt.
What, then, of the idea that we have a duty
to teach the milestones of British history:
Magna Carta, the Glorious Revolution, that
kind of thing? There is nothing inherently
wrong with such an approach, so long as it
is not obsessively Whiggish – a kind of 1066
and All That for the 21st century. It is odd
to think that we are asked to develop our
pupils’ civic consciousness on one side of the
curriculum, but deny them the opportunity to
find out why Parliament acts as it does, or
why we vote how we do, on the other.
At the same time, it is not the end of
the world if pupils leave school without
knowing the development of parliamentary
history inside out. An engaging curriculum,
whatever its core topics, should encourage
a life-long interest in history, enabling our charges to find
out more about the past once they have left our classrooms.
You do not become a GP just because you have done A level
biology: in the same way, your historical understanding does
not ossify the minute you leave school.
I learnt virtually nothing about the past from my village
primary school – something about the Great Fire of London,
that’s about it. The first three years of history at my good
secondary school are also somewhat fuzzy. The rest, though,
was an engaging series of investigations into a variety of often
unrelated topics: Calvin’s Geneva, the 1650s in Britain, the
Cold War.
Crucially, the curriculum was demanding, the raw material
was interesting and the teaching was engaging. I got hooked.
I might very well have been hooked if we had gone down the
teleological route of Anglo-Saxons to the Norman yoke to the
Magna Carta to the Civil War to the Glorious Revolution, and
so on.
But, I repeat, the curriculum was demanding, the raw
material was interesting and the teaching was engaging. As a
result, I enhanced my critical thinking skills and I wanted to
know more. I still want to know more and I left school a while

‘Over-refined aesthetics.’

ago. I never expected to pack everything I should know into
my school years.
Overall, then, we need to break down the mental barriers and
the crude debates that demand either one thing or another. You
can teach British history while teaching world history. You can
teach skills while teaching facts. You can teach political history
while teaching social history. You can teach the development
of British parliamentary democracy while whetting pupils’
appetite for other types of history – and vice versa.
We should cut ourselves some slack and reduce our egos
in admitting that history in school is just one stage – a vital
stage, but just one stage – in the development of our pupils’
historical knowledge and understanding. But, crucial to that
stage, and crucial to our duty as history teachers, is keeping
the curriculum (whatever it may be) demanding; the raw
material (whatever it may be) interesting; and the teaching
(whatever it is you are teaching) engaging. Then, later in
life, our pupils, who have the skills and motivation to do it
themselves, will pick up the bits we have missed out.
Dr Matthew Jenkinson is director of studies at
New College School, Oxford.
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Man’s inhumanity
to man

Roma Denetto and Rose Maguinness

‘You may choose to look the other way
but you can never say again that you did
not know.’ (William Wilberforce)
During the bombing of World War II, Hull was the most
severely afflicted city in Britain. 95% of houses were damaged
or destroyed and nearly half the population made homeless.
Symbolically, the city suffered the first daylight bombing raid
(1st July, 1940) and the last piloted one (17th March, 1945).
Twenty-seven churches and fourteen schools were destroyed
and Hymers College was evacuated.
If, however, the war years were deeply traumatic for Hull,
there was a different kind of hell being enacted across the North
Sea. The Holocaust Educational Trust works with schools,
colleges and communities across the UK to educate about the
Holocaust and its contemporary relevance. The Trust plays a
central role in combating anti-semitism, racism and prejudice
in British society by delivering innovative educational and
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teacher-training programmes, producing excellent resources
such as the BAFTA award-winning Recollections DVD, and
arranging day trips to Auschwitz for sixth formers.
Hymers College has been part of the Lessons from Auschwitz
programme for the past four years, with teachers and pupils
visiting Auschwitz-Birkenau, and this year the school has also
hosted a Holocaust survivor to speak to the sixth form as part
of the school’s lecture programme.
It is particularly appropriate that a Hull school should
be participating in this redemptive work, since William
Wilberforce is one of the most famous sons of the city. As well
as his life-long commitment to the anti-slavery movement,
Wilberforce understood the importance of education in
alleviating social problems such as poverty and was dedicated
to the active exercise of social responsibility.
Rudi Oppenheimer is now a regular visitor to the school,
which recognises the importance of remembering the horrors
of the Holocaust. Rudi was born in Berlin in 1931 and after
a short stay in London returned to Heemstede in Holland
when his father secured a job in Amsterdam. Rudi recounts
watching the German invasion of Holland and, as a Jew,
being rounded up to live in Amsterdam. In June 1943 Rudi
and his family were sent to the transit camp at Westerbork in
north-east Holland before eventually being sent to Belsen in
Germany at the age of 12.
Rudi lost both his parents in the winter of 1945, just
days before he, his brother Paul and his sister Eve found
themselves on the last train out of Belsen before the camp
was liberated by the Allies. After travelling for 14 days they
awoke on the train to find that the SS guards had gone. The
children recognised soldiers from the Red Army and realised
that they had been liberated. They managed to get to Leipzig
with the help of the Russians and from here they began their
return journey to Holland. In June 1945, almost exactly two
years after their deportation from Amsterdam, they arrived in
Maastricht.
Rudi’s story is, like those of all Holocaust survivors,
quite remarkable and has a deep impact on his listeners. By
personalising the reality of the Holocaust the audience are
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forced to face its true horror. Two Hymers students, Roma
Denetto and Rosie Maguinness, have written the following
account of their visit to Auschwitz this year. Nine MPs from
across the political spectrum accompanied 200 sixth-formers
on this, the 14th year of the project, which aims to demonstrate
that ‘hearing is not like seeing’.
‘As part of the Holocaust Educational Trust programme, we
went on a day trip to Auschwitz I and Auschwitz-Birkenau.
We were taken to a Jewish synagogue in Oswiecim, the Polish
name for the town of Auschwitz, to learn more about pre-war
Jewish life. This gave us an insight and better understanding
of the living conditions of the Jews in the war and how their
lives changed as a result, with only one Jew returning to
Oswiecim of the 8000 that lived there before, numbering more
than half the town’s population.
‘We then travelled to Auschwitz. As you can imagine,
this was a very emotional experience for us and we found
it challenging to comprehend just how much suffering the
people in concentration camps went through. Passing through
the iconic gates of Auschwitz was emotional for us because
we knew how many millions of people walked through the
gates, yet, unlike us, never left.
‘Many of the artefacts on display in the Auschwitz museum
are thought-provoking and, when we saw how many suitcases
had been retrieved after the liberation, we couldn’t believe
that every single one of these belonged to someone who went
through such a traumatic experience. Similarly, the seven
tonnes of human hair showed us how many people were killed
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and how badly they were treated at the concentration camps.
‘We also were shown the torture chambers used by scientist
Josef Mengele, infamous for performing human experiments
on Auschwitz prisoners, including children. This was
particularly distressing, as we saw the starvation, suffocation
and standing chambers, where four prisoners were made to
stand in an uncomfortably small space for long periods of
time. This really hit home for us just how horrific life was
in Auschwitz and how harsh punishments for breaking small
rules could be.
‘We then went to Birkenau. On arrival, we couldn’t believe
how vast the camp was when, looking left to right, we couldn’t
actually see the end of the camp and we couldn’t comprehend
how many people were held here at any one time. It was
difficult to imagine 700 to 1000 people (the population of
our senior school) crammed into one barrack, especially one
originally designed for about 50 horses. The conditions inside
would sadly be very cramped and many people probably died
of illnesses contracted from being so close together. Facilities
were very basic, food was received in very small amounts and
life must have been difficult.
‘From our experiences in Auschwitz, we have been able to
understand how important it is to keep the memory alive, not
only for the millions of people who died during the Holocaust,
but also to try to prevent such an atrocity from happening again.’
Roma Denetto and Rosie Maguinness are
now in Year 13 at Hymers College.
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Gold for Clover
Clover Murray of West Bergholt, a student at St
Mary’s School for Girls in Lexden, Colchester, has
won gold for Team GB at the 2013 ETU Triathlon
European Championships in Alanya, Turkey.
Clover, who competes in the age 16-19 category
despite being just 15, was placed first in the Age
Group Sprint with an overall time of 01:08:22 for
her 750m swim, 20k cycle and 5k run.
Clover began competing in triathlon at the
age of 13, following a school sports project in
collaboration with Essex University. She was
recommended to join Discovery Triathlon, run by
coach Wendy Staines in Chelmsford.
Clover has since improved her fitness and
her performance in the triathlon disciplines by
training with Halstead Swimming Club, Braintree
Velo cycling club, Colchester Running Club and
practising open water swimming in Gosfield Lake.
Moving into the 16-19 age group last year, Clover
was crowned champion in the 2012 Girls youth
Eastern Region League and took up her place in the
Team GB triathlon team last Autumn.
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NEW FACES

CHANGING PLACES
Heads joining GSA September 2013

Oliver Blond
Roedean School

Sylvia Brett
The Harrogate
Ladies’ College

Matthew Burke
St Martha’s Senior School

Oona Carlin
Ipswich High
School GDST
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BOOK REVIEWS

Please contact the editor by email on tom@dunbry.plus.com
in the first instance about books for review.

My brother and I
by C J Driver;
Kingston University Press; £6.99
John Clare, distinguished former
education editor of The Daily
Telegraph, reviews C J Driver’s
recently published book
C J Driver, poet, novelist, biographer and essayist, is known
personally or by repute to most readers of C&CR, for behind
the forbidding literary mask looms the marginally less
forbidding Jonty Driver, Headmaster over 23 years of Island
School (Hong Kong), Berkhamsted and Wellington, from
where he retired in 2000 and began writing full-time.
Conference-goers of the 1980s and ’90s will recall his
imposing height, his half-moon glasses, his dark threepiece suits, the waistcoat draped with a gold fob chain; the
incarnation, apparently, of his Victorian predecessors. Yet
they may also remember that he never quite seemed one of
them; not an enthusiastic participant in conference business,
and apt to slope off for a beer or three with a gang of usual
suspects.
And wasn’t there something about South Africa? Opposition
to apartheid, time spent in solitary confinement (not a common
component of a Head’s CV)? So was this another mask?
There are the suggestions of an answer in his latest book,
My Brother & I, called ‘an essay in biography and some
poems’, but essentially a fragment of autobiography, as, half
way through these 128 pages, Jonty admits. (Readers must
forgive the familiar: the author and I have been friends since
university 55 years ago.)
In fact, autobiography, in poetry and prose, has always been
his métier; among the dominant themes, a Trollopian interest
in his antecedents – a family tree would not have come amiss
here – and a Proustian savouring of childhood memories, both
intensified by the involuntary exile’s yearning for ‘home’;
in Jonty’s case, South Africa, which is what this book is
principally about.
The most powerful, if distant, influence on him was his
father, Jos Driver, an Anglican priest, schoolmaster and later
prep school Headmaster, who traced his ancestry to the 1820
Settlers, the first big wave of British immigrants. The distance
was partly emotional – Jos, who had barely known his own
father, killed in World War I, never had much time for his
children – and partly geographical; he went to World War II as
a chaplain before Jonty was two, and before Simon, to whom
this book is an elegy, was born; captured at Tobruk, he spent
brutal years in PoW camps in Italy and Germany and didn’t
return until 1946. The family reunion on a railway platform
in the Orange Free State is told here in prose and in a recently
published series of poems:

And then my father, tallest of them all,
(We’d kissed his picture every night for years)
Now made his careful way to where we stood –
To where my brother, in our mother’s arms,
First turned to her to check that this was him,
Really him, the father gone before his birth,
Then hurled himself into the big man’s arms,
Quite sure that he’d be safely gathered in.
But Simon, as Jonty movingly recounts, was never to be
safely gathered in. He was profoundly dyslexic; reading and
writing were painful to him, maths a nightmare; bullying by
teachers and boys aggravated a misery that Jonty’s anxious
protectiveness of his ‘soft-hearted little brother’ could only
partially mitigate; and art, for which Simon had a real talent,
as the cover of the book attests, was his only release.
Among the qualities the brothers shared were an unshakeable
sense of right and wrong and a loathing of injustice, apartheid
in particular. Beyond that, their ways parted; Simon, a
diffident loner – he never married – became a commercial
artist; Jonty, highly intellectual and politically skilled,
combined an honours degree in English with student activism
and was elected president of the National Union of South
African Students.
In 1964 things fell apart. Jos Driver died of a heart attack
at 52; the two children he had fathered after the war, Dorothy
and Astley, were still teenagers; responsibility devolved on
his widow, Phyllis, daughter of an Anglican minister, granddaughter of a Methodist one, and always the family’s lifeforce; and there was almost no money. Soon afterwards, Jonty
was arrested and detained by a government grimly intolerant
of dissent; on his release, without charge, exile seemed the
least worst option. From then on, he and Simon rarely saw
one another.
Jonty became a teacher. Poignantly, it was as a sixthformer helping Simon and his peers with their prep that
he had discovered his vocation: ‘It gave me real joy to
see understanding grow’. He married Ann, his wife of 46
years; they had three children, and he determined to be an
Englishman, like his distant forebears. Simon did visit from
time to time but, ‘odd bloke’ as he saw himself to be, found
he got along better in South Africa.
Continued overleaf
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Then cancer struck; a rare form; a bone tumour in his right
leg, which was amputated at the hip. He wore what he insisted
on calling a tin leg; visited Jonty and Ann, who were then at
Berkhamsted; and instructed them, “Don’t fuss.” Some of this,
tautly described in poetry and prose, is almost unreadably sad.
Simon died, his sister, Dorothy, by his side, in 1987, aged 46.
What lingers, however, is the feel and taste of growing up
in rural South Africa; in Kroonstad in the Free State, where
their maternal grandfather was rector; in Grahamstown, in the
Eastern Cape, where legions of Drivers had been schooled;
and in White River, in what was then the eastern Transvaal,
where Jos went to be a Head.

The images keep recurring: ‘a sandpit under a pepper tree’,
‘aloes in spring-time bloom, as red as flames’; behind them
and throughout the oeuvre, a sense of displacement and loss
in repeated references to being ‘hardly what I seem to be’, ‘an
Englishman – well, nearly’, and the possibly consoling, ‘A
poet’s home is always somewhere else’. And then that mask:
It’s a habit one grows into
Unwittingly at first, then wittily
To hide behind, to cover up
A nicely English etcetera…
This is both a fine obituary and an illuminating memoir.

Removing the dodo
How Rugbeians
changed the face of
education
Cultural Olympians: Rugby
School’s Intellectual and
Spiritual Leaders
Edited by Patrick Derham and
John Taylor; The University of
Buckingham Press
ISBN 9781908684073; price £14.99
In an age apparently dominated by the incessant drive for
utilitarian justification in education policies, this highly
readable book should encourage those school leaders who
still place a real priority on the importance of liberal values
underpinning the curriculum and ethos of our schools. It
provides a fascinating insight into the lives and achievements
of a range of distinguished men, all of whom were either
pupils or teachers at Rugby School in the 19th and early 20th
centuries.
These ‘cultural olympians’ are here defined as those
who ‘gained a reputation for cultural, intellectual and
spiritual leadership’. While they held differing philosophical,
theological and political views, they shared a commitment to
addressing the important questions of their day and engaging
creatively with uncertainty in their quest for objective truth.
Not surprisingly the first chapter written by John
Witheridge focuses on Thomas Arnold, about whom the
Provost of Oriel famously noted: ‘If Mr Arnold were elected
to the headmastership of Rugby, he would change the face
of education through all the public schools of England’.
Appointed in 1828, Arnold influenced a generation of famous

Victorians with his ideas on Church and State and the
importance of religion in encouraging the moral framework
for human behaviour.
His Principles of Church Reform published in 1833 was to
have a profound influence on Victorian ecclesiology, advocating
the synergy of church and state with the Established Church as
the church of the whole nation: this was similarly exemplified in
Arnold’s placing the chapel at the heart of Rugby School.
The high moral standards and his expectations of serious study
from his pupils, together with the development of praeposters
as prefects instilling this ethos across the school, enabled him
to create the model that influenced many public schools led and
reformed by Arnold’s disciples for the next 50 years.
The chapter by John Clarke on Archbishop Tait focuses
primarily on his ideas developed in The Church of the Future,
written 40 years after his time as Rugby’s Headmaster.
Like Arnold, he believed in the National Church, ‘Catholic
in its connection with antiquity and the Universal Church,
Protestant in its opposition to the peculiar encroachments of
the Roman See’.
As a fellow of Balliol, Tait was critical of the Tractarians’
anti-erastianism in 1840’s Oxford. However, he is most
famous (or perhaps infamous) for his support for the Public
Worship Regulation Act of 1874, which ultimately led to the
imprisonment of Anglican clergymen caught using Catholic
rituals such as lit altar candles or lace on surplices. Tait felt
that the Established Church should eschew such Romish
practices, but the judicial response proved counter-productive.
Continued overleaf
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Independents by Sodexo and École Lenôtre take their relationship to the next level
It is just a matter of months since highly respected school caterer
Independents by Sodexo unveiled its partnership with École Lenôtre
at the ISBA Conference. The two companies are already developing
an intense training programme designed to meet the needs of
Independents by Sodexo’s schools and pupils.
A detailed, bespoke programme of courses is being developed by the
French culinary academy to challenge chefs, whilst working with them
to extend and enhance their offering to schools. Tom Allen, Executive
Development Chef, Independents by Sodexo comments: “The first
thing we’re looking at developing is our morning offering. All of our
bread is, of course, made fresh on-site as part of our ‘Fresh Food From
Scratch’ ethos, but the next step is for our chefs to move away from
traditional breads to offer pupils a range of sourdoughs, ciabattas and
focaccias.”
Far from a basic course, the programme will encourage chefs to not
only challenge their own limitations, but also to evaluate where their
schools can extend and improve their offering even further. Tom
continues: “We are developing a programme that encourages our
chefs to come away with a thoroughly enhanced understanding of what
they can accomplish at their schools. At the end of the course, each
chef will produce something different, something special to them.”
The course, based in Paris, will consist almost entirely of practical
elements. It will include technical sessions, together with lessons on
the nutritional benefits of their cooking. Each chef passing the course
will be accredited with a certificate to take back to their school, and
the programme will close with a competitive element to ensure chefs
challenge themselves by trying to prove themselves in a contest with
their colleagues.

Independents by Sodexo have already started to communicate the
benefits of the course to client schools: that their chefs will be receiving
the very best training possible and they’ll return fully-equipped with
the knowledge to push the boundaries of their school’s catering.
There is, however, more to the partnership than the courses in Paris.
École Lenôtre will further show its commitment to the partnership
by sending a chef over to Oxfordshire in the autumn, where they will
host a selection of Independents by Sodexo chefs in a special chocolate
course at the Cacao Barry Chocolate Academy.
In order to raise further awareness of the new partnership,
Independents by Sodexo was a key sponsor at the Festival of Education,
held at Wellington College, Berkshire, on 21-22 June. Supporting the
event with catering, visitors were treated to a ‘Royal Ascot Enclosure
meets Glastonbury’ themed menu, which featured a best of British
barbecue including steaks, homemade burgers and a salad bar.
In conjunction with the festival, Independents by Sodexo ran a popular
‘Omelette Challenge’ on the event’s main stage, with budding chefs
taking turns to make the quickest omelette possible. Celebrity chef
Paul Rankin, the current record holder for the quickest omelette on
BBC’s Saturday Kitchen, was on hand to provide tips to participants.
Prior to the festival, Independents by Sodexo also held a ‘Great British
Bake Off’ competition which Rankin judged . Each establishment’s best
budding bakers then had their creations critiqued on the Saturday of
the festival.
At the heart of all this extensive activity is the caterer’s intense
commitment to its important ‘Fresh Food From Scratch’ philosophy.
Independents by Sodexo partners with all of its clients to ensure that
pupils always enjoy the best seasonal, fresh and nutritional food available.

Brand elem

Primary logo
•

This logo must always be used
when printing, in colour on a white
background.

•

independents logo must always ensure
that ‘by sodexo’ is no smaller than
18mm wide.

•

When used on a white background.

‘independents’
should please
always appear
For more information about Independents
by Sodexo,
contact: Jeremy.Alderton@sodexo.com
in grey.

•

‘by sodexo’ should always appear in
red and blue.
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Although to become Archbishop of Canterbury, Tait was not
seen as a great successor to Arnold at Rugby.
Into the Oxford of Tractarian controversy came a pupil
of Arnold, the poet Arthur Clough. Initially attracted by
Tractarian leaders such as W G Ward (who later seceded
to Rome), and reluctantly subscribing to the 39 Articles as
necessary to be awarded his degree, Clough later became
agnostic. His struggles with belief in God are well expressed
in his poetry and Anthony Kenny, his biographer, explores
this in depth in the third chapter.
Clough was influenced by the Tubingen theologians Strauss
and Baur in their questioning of historical Christianity and
he spent time in Rome in 1849 while Garibaldi defended the
Republic from the French armies. His poems challenged the
reality of Christ’s resurrection and the existence of God, yet,
as Kenny comments, he retained a ‘stance of agnosticism that
made room for prayer’.
Matthew Arnold, Thomas’ son, was elected Professor of
Poetry at Oxford in 1857 having been a Fellow of Oriel for
12 years and, although later a distinguished school inspector,
he is most famous for his poem Dover Beach which described
the ebbing tide of the ‘Sea of Faith’. Robin Le Poidevin’s
chapter shows how Arnold’s questioning of Christian belief
and biblical authority led him to see the language of God as
a fictional language, yet the sense of a power for goodness
reveals something greater than us. Culture he described as
‘the pursuit of our total perfection’, getting to know ‘the best
which has been thought and said’.
A N Wilson, himself an Old Rugbeian and drawing on his
wealth of knowledge of Oxford academia, next provides a most
amusing portrait of Charles Dodgson, who was a pupil when
Tait was Headmaster. Dodgson recalled ‘learning lessons in fear
of the birch’, yet winning many school prizes before becoming a
maths don at Christ Church. Tractarian Oxford, where Dr Pusey
had insisted on the removal of the stuffed Dodo as it might be
thought injurious to the faith of wavering undergraduates, is also
reflected in Dodgson’s Alice in Wonderland and Through the
Looking Glass characterisations.
Alice’s father, Dean Liddell, thought Dodgson’s absences
and late mornings ‘suggestive, if not of open unbelief, then of
creeping indifferentism’. Wilson describes Dodgson as ‘too
conservative for scepticism’ but ‘too humorous a man to have
sympathy with the hard-line bigots’.
The seventh chapter by Andrew Vincent is devoted to T H
Green, a political and philosophical radical, who even at Rugby
disliked unreasoned authority and retained a firm belief in
freedom of thought. He admired the Christian Socialists such
as Maurice and Kingsley but not High Churchmen. Introduced
by Jowett, Master of Balliol, to the German philosophy
of Kant and Hegel, he later became Professor of Moral
Philosophy in Oxford, making a significant contribution in
philosophy, ethics, politics and education.
Critical of utilitarianism, Green thought that knowledge
required ‘the self-conscious agent’ which presupposed an
‘eternal consciousness’ or unifying spirit. In politics, he
believed in the ‘enabling state’ where social institutions
further the self-realisation of individuals: thus he supported
the extension of the franchise and the temperance movement.
Believing that education from primary to university level
should be a ladder of learning for all citizens, he advocated
access to higher education for poorer students and women

and supported the idea of university settlements like Toynbee
Hall. Green had a significant influence on many future
academics, churchmen, politicians and public servants.
The chapter by A C Grayling, himself an influential 20th
century philosopher, introduces us to two Rugbeians, Henry
Sidgwick and R M Hare, both major figures of English moral
philosophy. The former, the son of a clergyman, found that
the 19th century challenges to Christianity from, for example,
Strauss and Darwin, left him unable to assent to the 39 Articles
and he resigned his Fellowship at Trinity, Cambridge, in 1869
(later reinstated when this requirement was abolished).
He became interested in spiritualism in its search for evidence
of survival beyond death; he also supported women’s rights to
higher education and founded Newnham College where his wife
later became Principal. Initially drawn to Mill’s utilitarianism,
Sidgwick however questioned whether individual happiness was
compatible with ‘general’ happiness and, influenced by Kant,
saw a need for ‘a fundamental ethical intuition’.
In The Methods of Ethics (1874) he argued that a thorough
examination of the methods and concepts of ethical
thought should help guide how we should live. R M Hare’s
1952 book The Language of Morals further developed
Sidgwick’s commitment to the scrupulous clarity essential
for philosophical thinking, examining the logic of moral
statements and asserting that more critical thinking was
needed alongside the common sense intuitions in ethics.
A scholar at Rugby in 1903 and Fellow of Pembroke
College Oxford comes under the spotlight in the final chapter
by David Boucher. R G Collingwood became an expert
on Roman inscriptions as well as a philosopher of history
and aesthetics, and had a significant influence on A J Ayer
and Bernard Williams. He resisted logical positivism and
claimed the integrity of history as a form of knowledge and
the importance of moral philosophy as a guide to personal
conduct. He considered that art, as the expression of emotion
and imagination, permeates all other forms of existence.
It is remarkable that a father as Headmaster and his son
educated at Rugby both in turn became Archbishops of
Canterbury. Meriting a chapter each, Frederick Temple and
his son William left their mark on the Church of England
in different ways: the father in his willingness to engage
Christian thought with contemporary debates on science and
biblical scholarship; the son as a lifelong Christian Socialist
and ecumenist, whose negotiations with Butler leading up to
the 1944 Education Act created a partnership between church
and state that lasted into the 21st century.
Frederick Temple, busy as Headmaster and chaplain of
Rugby in 1860, revised a sermon on The Education of the
World and submitted it for publication in Essays and Reviews,
little dreaming of the furore which then ensued. The seven
essayists wrote separately but, because they were all reputable
Anglican clergymen advocating ‘freedom of religious enquiry’
in the light of scientific research, their views led to a public
outcry and two of the writers were even tried for heresy:
interestingly, the book sold 20,000 copies in contrast to The
Origin of Species which only sold 6000 at the time.
The Bishop of Oxford (nicknamed ‘Soapy Sam’ and famous
for the Oxford debate with Huxley about evolution) expressed
concern that Temple was in charge of the nation’s most
promising youth: ‘we should tremble, not just for the faith,
but for the morals of his pupils’. Nevertheless, as Ian Hesketh
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Today, more than ever, young people face a myriad of challenges. With the advent of so-called
legal highs, the number of harmful substances available to them is vast, and growing on a daily
basis, multiplying the threat already posed by tobacco, illegal drugs and alcohol.
The internet, and in particular social networks, brings with it a number of disturbing elements.
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Quick wit
notes, Temple improved Rugby’s fortunes, later becoming
Bishop of Exeter and Archbishop of Canterbury.
William, discussed here by Bishop David Urquhart of
Birmingham, is rightly described as ‘the most significant
Anglican churchman of the 20th century’. Passionate about
education, politics and ecumenism, he was President of the
Workers Educational Association and supported Oxford
college settlements; chaired major national conferences on
Christian socialism; and initiated ecumenical international
symposia which subsequently led to the establishment of
the British Council of Churches. Believing that society was
more than the state, his commitment to practical socialism
is well articulated in Christianity and Social Order (1942).
As Archbishop, his war-time broadcasts were influential,
one soldier writing from overseas, ‘Now we understand what
Christianity really is.’
R H Tawney, a friend of Temple, was similarly committed
to Christian socialism, as Jay Winter’s chapter describes.
After Rugby and Balliol, in 1903 he worked at Toynbee
Hall where the social inequality and short life-expectancy
of people in London’s East End left a strong impression.
A new educational culture, one not imbued with capitalist
materialism, was needed: ‘Think of knowledge, like religion,
as transcending all differences of class and wealth.’ Famously,
when asked what he thought of Western civilization, he
responded that he thought it was ‘a good idea’.

Quick wit

Rugby School’s Cultural Olympians have clearly made their
mark on our society and bequeathed a fine legacy of ideas
to challenge contemporary students. It would have helped to
have a list of the characters with their dates and a competent
copy editor to check the unnecessary ‘typos’. After chapter
three the chronological order strangely disappears: instead
of continuing in the 19th century with Thomas Arnold’s son
Matthew, the reader is abruptly switched into the 20th century
with William Temple. As his father Frederick Temple is
inserted later on towards the end of the book, it may be that
they have been inadvertently transposed.
Nevertheless, the authors in this volume have provided
erudite and perceptive pen-portraits of the selected Rugbeians,
which helpfully encourage the reader to engage in further
reading and discussion. A N Wilson’s portrait of Dodgson is
the wittiest chapter, but the various academic philosophers
present important ideas with clarity, thus achieving the book’s
aim of providing ‘a rigorous yet practical engagement’.
Rugby’s contribution to the cultural life of the nation is
remarkable. As A C Grayling comments, ‘One day, perhaps,
someone might make a study of the social and intellectual
ecology surrounding the development of our culture’s greater
contributors to see what if anything might be learned.’
Priscilla Chadwick has worked as a teacher and a Head in
maintained and independent schools, co-ed and single sex,
and was Chairman of HMC.
Christopher Martin

Headteachers – reluctant heroes or
self-important villains?
Somewhere in the middle of the cauldron in which our
educational soup bubbles away, are the Headteachers. A
strange breed this, often seen as having a strong masochistic
streak, but more often seen as power hungry. The fearsome
17th century Headmaster of Westminster, Dr Busby, did
nothing to dispel this assumption when he declared:
The fathers govern the nation, the mothers govern the
fathers, the boys govern the mothers... but I govern the boys.
Three hundred years later his successor, Dr John Rae, showed
no sign of relinquishing such a hold on omnipotence, as
illustrated by graffiti discovered in one of the school loos:
God is everywhere and John Rae is everywhere else.
A historian might draw parallels between the Heads of schools
and the heads of the Italian city states – despotism tempered
by assassination – though there is little evidence of the latter
even in post-Thatcherite Britain. General wariness around
Head Teachers is not dispelled by such as the deputy who
described himself as Pontius Pilate’s bodyguard, nor by the
widely supported view that the collective noun for Heads
should be a Lack of Principals.
One teacher suggested that Heads new to the trade should be
locked in a room with four Shakespeare plays: Hamlet to learn
the effects of indecision; Macbeth to understand the feminist

movement; Othello – never trust your deputy; and Lear to
impress upon them the dangers of early retirement.
Perhaps it is for these among other reasons that new Heads
seem invariably to be characterised both by manifest optimism
but also by a lurking sense of catastrophe. John Cleese, as the
demented Headmaster in Clockwise, eventually admits when
things can get no worse that “It’s the hope I can’t stand.”
Most heads would side with the Prussians when confronted
by Metternich’s analysis of Europe as he saw it: “In Prussia,
the situation is serious but not hopeless. In Austria, it is
hopeless but not serious.” Walter Hamilton, Headmaster of
Westminster, who exuded an entrancing mixture of melancholia
and mischief, was asked by a pupil if he were an optimist.
“Yes.”
“You don’t sound very optimistic, Headmaster.”
“Well, my optimism may be confounded.”
Continued overleaf
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Quick wit
Headmistresses are too often associated in the public mind
with St Trinian’s and Nancy Banks-Smith did nothing to dispel
this image when she wrote, ‘The most formidable headmaster
I ever knew was in fact a headmistress. She had that undivided
bust popularised by Queen Mary and I thought she was God
in drag.’ Yet when one reflects on the wretched press that
women used to get in the past, today’s misperceptions sound
like chicken feed.
Historical reluctance to admit to women’s intellectual
quality is strikingly displayed on a plaque in Exeter Cathedral.
‘Sara Price Clarke: departed this life 24 November 1801. Her
mind possessed an energy that does not often mark the female
character. Her bosom was the seat of those energies.’
Pam Stringer, one time Headmistress of Clifton Girls School,
used frequently to recall her own Headmistress, Flossy. Her
vividly remembered Flossicisms brought joy to many local
Heads’ conferences. Referring to a charity collection, Flossy
apparently announced to her school, “Samantha made £35 – the
result of a very busy weekend spent among the hedgerows of
Gloucestershire.”
Even more startling was her declaration, in the context of
sponsorship of a Zambian school, that “Anyone wanting a little
black baby should see Mr James who will make all the necessary
arrangements.” For the most part, however, Headmistresses,
not unlike their male counterparts, have their hearts set on their
charges’ success. In this, if in no other respect, they resemble
Marilyn Monroe of whom it was said that her heart, like most of
the rest of her, was in the right place.
On the other hand, there are those who detect in the
breast of the average Headteacher a genetic propensity for
indecision. He is seen adopting a stance, simultaneously
uncomfortable and undignified, sitting on the fence with both
ears to the ground. In this limbo state he closely resembles the
embodiment of the Principle of Dangerous Precedent, found
in F M Cornford’s delightful treatise, Microcosmographia
Academica. Here he develops the rationale behind his ultimate
assumption that in educational fields at least, ‘nothing must
ever be done for the first time’.
An alternative view of Heads is that, while they hope to
give the impression of being firmly in the saddle, they are
in fact facing the wrong way. General Lee used to receive
messages from one of his commanders, Colonel McKinnon,
always ending with the phrase, ‘from my headquarters in the
saddle’. Exasperated eventually by this show of equestrian
hubris, Lee finally exclaimed, “The trouble with him is that
his headquarters are where his hindquarters ought to be.”
A popular greetings card has a picture of a bald man
scratching the place where his hair used to be and saying
to himself, “I used to be indecisive. Now, I’m not so sure.”
Compromise appears as the dominant principle in such
people, a half-way house which has to a great extent acted as
the glue holding society together for centuries. After all, St
Francis of Assisi, of whom the Franciscans wanted a portrait,
was eventually painted in bed. Why? Because even the Order
could not agree on which habit he should wear for the portrait.
Indecision, however, seldom inhibits the average Head from
indulging a strong compulsion to offer advice on any subject
at any time, provided it does not have to be implemented.
Even la Rochefoucauld’s visceral wit is ignored at such times.
“Old people are fond of giving good advice; it consoles them
for no longer being able to set a bad example.”
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One Head suggested to a shy pupil that the secret of
communication was to adopt the rule of the three F’s in
conversation - Food, Family and Filosophy. The boy took this
to heart and tried it out on the next adult he encountered:
“Do you like spaghetti?”
“No.”
“Does your brother like spaghetti?”
“I haven’t got a brother.”
“Oh. Well, if you had a brother, would he like spaghetti?”
Unlike the captains of industry who are only required to
confront their shareholders once a year, Heads are at the
mercy of their many constituencies every day. Parents, staff,
pupils, the press – all assume they have the right of access
at practically any hour of the day or night. With so many
pressures on time, it is not unnatural for Heads to get caught
up in the maelstrom of what is urgent, overlooking what is
truly important.
Keeping one’s head above the swirling waters of education
and one’s eye on distant horizons is a tricky feat and one
that only the best Heads can pull off. But if Heads feel from
time to time unappreciated by the world in general, and by
their colleagues in particular, they should stiffen the sinews,
summon up the blood, swallow a couple of rocks and reflect
on the truth of the fact that you can’t expect a salary and a
round of applause.
Leadership, whether in academe or elsewhere, can be
conducted in any number of ways. Opening the only day’s
training for Headship I ever received, the trainer asked
those present to write down what they spent most of their
time doing. I found myself sitting between the Heads of two
equally distinguished schools and thus glanced sideways to
see what these great men had written. One had put, ‘Selling
the school;’ the other, ‘Looking for those things on my desk
which I knew were there five minutes before.’
We were taught that you can lead by striding out in front, but
then you may start to wonder if the others are following you
or chasing you. Or you can lead by following your followers
like the Duke of Plaza Toro, who, though celebrated and
cultivated, was also under-rated. But General George Patten’s
approach was perhaps the most decisive: ‘Lead me, follow me
or get out of my way!’ Leadership is sometimes assumed to
be genetic, not something you can be taught, though one army
referee seemed to confuse the two when he wrote of a junior
officer, ‘He is not a born leader yet.’
If one needed a rational view of the opportunities opened up
by an invitation to run a school, one need look no further than
the celebrated A S Neill. He was asked by his governors what
he would do if one of his pupils were to call him a bloody fool.
There are many possible answers of course, from feigning
temporary deafness to flogging, but Neill apparently replied,
“I would stop and ask myself if he was right.”
No wonder he was celebrated. Though Neill himself might
have questioned Marx’s view on how to achieve in practice
his political purpose, he might well have agreed with the
purpose itself, as inscribed on the famous Highgate cemetery
gravestone: ‘The philosophers have only interpreted the world
in various ways – The point however is to change it.’
Christopher Martin taught at Westminster and was
Headmaster of Bristol Cathedral School and Millfield.
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